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Abstract

Recent advances in wireless communication technologies have led to an in-

creasing interest in ad hoc networks constructed of only wireless terminals that

play the role of a router. Especially, as an application of ad hoc networks, there

has been a great deal of interest in wireless sensor networks. In a wireless sensor

network, wireless nodes that equip several sensor devices (sensor nodes) construct

an ad hoc network. The data acquired by each sensor node are transferred to

the sink node that gathers and manages the sensor data using multihop wireless

communications. F\rrthermore, with the development of robotics technologies in

recent years, there have been many studies on sensors with a moving facility

(rnobile sensors). By introducing mobile sensors to a wireless sensor network, a

large region can be monitored with a small number of sensor nodes. Until now,

there have been several studies on data transfer in wireless sensor networks which

fully or partially include mobile sensors (mobile sensor networks). These studies

exploit the moving facility of mobile sensors for transferring sensor data to the

sink node. However, in these studies, each mobile sensor has to move to the

sink node every time it performs a sensing operation. Thus, the performances of

sensing and data transfer become low due to the increase in the moving distance,

especially in a large region.

In this thesis, we propose mobile sensor control methods in order to improve

the performances of sensing and data transfer in sparse networks. Our methods

uses two types of sensor nodes, fi,red node and mobile node. First, to achieve

efficient sensing, data acquired by nodes are accumulated on a nearby fixed node

before being transferred to the sink node. By doing so, unlike conventional stud-

ies, mobile nodes do not need to move to the sink node every time they perform

sensing operations. This decreases the moving distance of each mobile node for

performing sensing operations, and enables each node to perform sensing opera-

tions more frequently than conventional methods. In addition, after accumulating

data, each fixed node requests mobile nodes to construct a multi-hop communi-

cation route and transfers the accumulated data to the sink node. By doing so,

efficient data transfer can be achieved even in a sparse environment.
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This thesis consists of five chapters. First, we describe the research back-

ground of mobile sensor networks and discuss the problems of related work in

Chapter 1. We also present the fundamental design of our methods for achieving

efficient sensing and data transfer in a sparse environment in this chapter.

In Chapter 2, we propose a mobile sensor control method to transfer data

efficiently in sparse networks. As described earlier, this method uses two types of

sensor nodes. Moreover, in order to make it easy for fixed nodes to collect mobile

nodes for transferring data, this method defines the moving strategy of mobile

nodes. Specifically, each mobile node in this method travels around the nearby

fixed nodes before moving to its sensing point. By doing so, fixed nodes can have

many opportunities to connect with mobile nodes, and thus, can easily collect

mobile nodes for transferring data. We also conduct simulation experiments to

verify that our method can achieve efficient sensing and data transfer compared

with conventional methods.

In Chapter 3, we extend the method proposed in Chapter 2 to further improve

the performance focusing on the locations of fixed nodes. First, we analyze the

effects of locations of fixed nodes on the performance of the method proposed in

Chapter 2. Based on the result of the analysis, this extended method strategically

determines the location of each fixed node. We also conduct simulation exper-

iments to verify that this method further improves the performances of sensing

and data transfer.

In Chapter 4, we propose another method which is an extension of the method

proposed in Chapter 2 focusing on operations of mobile nodes. This method

divides the target region into multiple areas, and statically deploys mobile nodes

to each divided area. In addition, this method adjusts the number of mobile

nodes deployed in each area based on the analysis of the performance. We also

conduct simulation experiments to verify that this method further improves the

performances of sensing and data transfer. Moreover, we discuss the integration

of methods proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 to further improve the performance.

Furthermore, we discuss the cost for deploying nodes based on the performance

evaluation of the integrated method.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and discusses our future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Recent advances in wireless communication technologies have led to an increasing

interest in ad hoc networks constructed of only wireless terminals that play the

role of a router. In an ad hoc network, an arbitrary pair of wireless terminals com-

municate with each other without any infrastructure (e.g. access point in wireless

LAN). Even when a pair of terminals cannot communicate directly, the commu-

nication can be conducted using a multi-hop communication route constructed

of intermediate terminals. Since an ad hoc network allows devices with wireless

interfaces to communicate with each other without any pre-installed infrastruc-

ture, many applications including disaster recovery and wide area surveillance are

expected to be realized [19,32,44,,471. Until now, there have been many studies

on ad hoc networks such as media access controlling [10,37], routing 19,72,73,961,

and data management [62,68].

As an application of ad hoc networks, wireless sensor networks attract a lot

of attention in recent years. In wireless sensor networks, a large-scale sensing

system is constructed by cooperative behaviors of multiple sensor nodes. Thus,

sensor networks are expected to be applied to many applications such as envi-

ronmental monitoring 113,22,29,46], investigation of ecological system 125,271,

object tracking [40,93,94], and building management 124,23]. In wireless sensor

networks, each sensor node senses physical phenomena in its sensing range. The

sensor data are transferred to the sink node that gathers and manages data via
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multi-hop communication route. Generally, sensor nodes are equipped with poor

resources such as battery, memory space, and communication range. Considering

these limitations, there have been many studies on wireless sensor networks such

as power saving [33,34], data compression [48,60], and routing [52,53].

Here, there are some environments where it is difficult to deploy a large num-

ber of sensor nodes such as disaster sites [45], planeta"ry exploration [2,3,8,11,

20,39], pollute axeas [50,86], and underwater [1,16,51,55,57,6I]. For example,

in a planetary or underwater exploration, it is necessary to deploy sensor nodes

with high durability in order to operate the system in hazardous environments

with several effects such as radiation and water pressure. This may lead the

significant increase of the cost for developing and deploying sensor nodes. Thus,

a large number of nodes cannot be deployed. Moreover, in a polluted plant, the

target region for monitoring is too large to deploy an enough number of nodes

to form a stable and fully connected multi-hop network. Although some studies

assume applications where a large number of nodes are deployed from the air

(e.g. from airplanes or helicopters) [14,15], such a deployment becomes impossi-

ble in a building or under the heap of ruins. F\rrthermore, long range radio waves

cannot improve the connectivity in these environments, since it is a,ffected by the

ambient surrounding such as obstacles and landscape. In such environments, due

to the limited communication range of each sensor node, it becomes difficult to

transfer data to the sink node. Moreover, since the sensing range of each sensor

node is limited, it becomes difficult to monitor the whole region.

To solve this problem, there have been many studies on sensor nodes with

a moving facility (mobi,le sensors) 14,17,18,21,23,36,38,64,S7]. By introducing

mobile sensors to a wireless sensor network, it is expected that a large region

can be monitored with a small number of sensor nodes. For example in Figure

1.1, each mobile sensor can monitor an arbitrary area by moving to the area

of interest. In addition, data transfer to the sink node can be achieved by the

movement of mobile sensors. When multiple mobile sensors cooperate with each

other, a multi-hop communication route to the sink node can be constructed. Due

to these characteristics, mobile sensors are well suited for a 'sparse' environment,

where the number of mobile sensors is small compared with the size of the region.

In this thesis, we call sensor networks which fully or partially include mobile
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Figure 1.1: Mobile sensor networks.

sensors as mobi,le sensor networks.

t.2 Research Issues on Mobile Sensor Networks

As described in Section 1.1, mobile sensor networks are expected to be applied

to a wide variety of applications. Among them, one of the typical applications is

monitoring a target region. In this kind of application, the system has to acquire

data from the whole region. For example, in an investigation of ocean floor, in

order to obtain the map of landscape or temperature, or to detect a sunken ship

or mineral vein, the whole region has to be monitored.

In a sparse environment, the number of nodes becomes too small to acquire

data in the whole region at once. In order to acquire a sufficient amount of data

from the whole region, it is important to design the cooperative behavior (i.e.. to

control the movement) of multiple mobile sensors. For example, it is redundant

that multiple mobile sensors simultaneously acquire data at the same location

(sensing point). To avoid such a redundant monitoring, it is necessary to share

information of sensing points among mobile sensors. In addition, in order for a

mobile sensor to acquire more data in a short time, reducing the moving distance

between sensing points is expected to be effective.
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Moreover, in a sparse environment, the connectivity between mobile sensors

becomes extremely low due to the limitation of the communication range of nodes.

Thus, it is also necessary to control the movement of mobile sensors to transfer

the acquired data to the sink node. As a naive approach, we can assume that

each mobile sensor directly moves to the sink node every time it acquires data.

In this approach, the moving distances of mobile sensors become very large. This

results in the deterioration in the efficiency of sensing. We can assume another

naive approach which constructs a multi-hop communication route to the sink

node. By constructing a communication route, the moving distances of mobile

sensors can be suppressed. However, since mobile sensors have less opportunities

to connect with other mobile sensors, it is quite difficult to collect an enough

number of multiple mobile sensors for constructing a communication route.

Furthermore, in the case where mobile sensors monitor in an unexplored re-

gion, it is impossible to determine the movement of mobile sensors in advance.

Thus, the movement of each mobile sensor has to be determined by its au-

tonomous behaviors.

In this thesis, we focus on achieving efficient sensing and data transfer in

sparse sensor networks by control the mobility of mobile sensors.

1.3 Assumptions

Before presenting the details of our study, we make clear the assumed environment

in this thesis.

First, as described earlier, we assume an application which monitors a vast

and hazardous square region with a small number of nodes. To acquire data from

the whole region with a small number of nodes, mobile sensors are introduced into

the network. Following the conventional works [42,54,56,88], we assume that each

mobile sensor can move freely and autonomously. Each mobile sensor acquires

data whose sizes are relatively large such as pictures or movies. Moreover, we

assume that the cost of preparing storage media is very large. This is because,

it is well known that high-density storage media tend to be easily broken due

to several effects such as radiation in hazardous environments [7]. Thus, it is
difficult to prepare large storage media for all mobile sensors.
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Each mobile sensor knows its present location by using GPS or other location

detection methods [6,31]. The sensor data acquired by mobile sensors are trans-

fered to the sink node located at a corner of the area similar to the assumption

in many conventional works such as target detecting, tracking and environment

monitoring [40,57,90]. Each mobile sensor has a unique identifier in the network.

In addition, we assume that all mobile sensors have the same sensor and radio de-

vices. Thus, the sensing and wireless communication ranges are same among all

mobile sensors. Following the conventional works [12,35,49,67,70,7I,76,90,91],
for simplicity, we assume that there are no obstacles in the region.

1。4  Related Work

Until now, many studies on mobile sensor networks have been conducted.

In [30,56,65,89], assuming relatively dense environments, the authors pro-

posed algorithms to control mobile sensors in order to acquire data in the whole

target region. These studies adjust the locations of mobile sensors in order to

improve the coverage of the entire region while keeping the connectivity of the

network. These studies cannot be applied to sparse environments.

Some studies [5S,69] introduce mobile sensors to help operations of tiny sensor

nodes without mobility. In these studies, mobile sensors transport energy between

sensor nodes. Specifically, each mobile sensor receives (collects) energy from

sensor nodes with high residual energies. Then, a mobile sensor moves to an area

where there are many sensor nodes with low residual energies, and sends (gives)

energ.y to these nodes. In there studies, the mobility of mobile sensors is used for

transporting energ-y, not for sensing and data transfer.

There also have been many studies on controlling the mobility of mobile sen-

sors for sensing and data transfer. These studies can be categorized into the

following three types.

I.4.I Data TYansfer Using Nearby Nodes

In [41,92], Wang et al. proposed a simple and efficient data transfer method

named DFT-MSN(Detay/Fault Tolerant Mobile Sensor Network). In DFT-MSN,
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mobile sensors are classified into two types of nodes, mobile sensor nodes and

hi,gh-end si.nk nodes. The high-end sink nodes are deployed at strategic locations

where mobile sensor nodes visit with high probability. In addition, they can

directly connect to the sink node all the time by changing their transmission

power if necessary. Each mobile sensor node acquires data and sends it to a

nearby high-end sink node by flooding with a probability in order to prevent

duplication of transmitted data. After that, the high-end sink node transmits

the received data to the sink node. This method assumes that each high-end sink

node has to connect to the sink node all the time. As described in Section 1.1,

this assumption cannot be applied to the environment assumed in this thesis.

In [71], Son et al. proposed a data transfer method assuming random and

uncontrolled mobility of mobile sensors. In this method, each mobile sensor

periodically sends information on its location to nearby sensors. Using this infor-

mation, each mobile sensor predicts the locations of other sensors in the future

and determines a mobile sensor to send the data. In [43], Liu and Wu proposed a

data transfer method assuming predetermined mobility of mobile sensors. In this

method, each mobile sensor determines a mobile sensor to which it forwards its

holding data based on the moving paths of nearby mobile sensors. In [95], Yuan

et al. proposed an area-based data transfer method. In this method, mobile sen-

sors exchange their past moving paths with each other. Using this information,

each mobile sensor predicts the area to which each nearby sensor will move in

the future. When a mobile sensor wants to send data to an area, it forwards the

data to a nearby sensor that is expected to move to the area. However, these

methods do not work in a sparse network due to the low connectivity between

mobile sensors.

L.4.2 Data Tbansfer Using Communication Routes

In [66,67], Shinjo et al. proposed a data gathering method considering a sparse

network. This method utilizes a broadcasting system to control the movement of

mobile sensors. Specifically, the information on the locations of mobile sensors

connected with the sink node by single or multi-hop communication routes is

broadcasted to all mobile sensors. By using this broadcasted information, each
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mobile sensor can adjust the moving destination in order to decrease the moving

distance to connect with the sink node or a mobile sensor which has already

connected with the sink node. However, since this method needs a broadcasting

system, it is difficult to be applied to the environments assumed in this thesis. For

example, in a building or underwater, it is generally difficult for mobile sensors

to surely receive broadcasted information.

In [59], Rao and Kesidis proposed an algorithm which governs the behaviors of

mobile sensors in order to minimize the total energ-y consumption for moving and

communication. In this algorithm, all mobile sensors have an associated clock

cycling and each mobile sensor determines with a probability whether it acquires

data or transmits data acquired by another mobile sensor in every cycle. In the

latter case, the mobile sensor moves to construct a communication route between

the sink node and a mobile sensor that determines to transmit data. By doing

so, this algorithm can construct a communication route to the sink node and

transfer the acquired data by autonomous behaviors of mobile sensors. However,

this algorithm does not work well in a sparse network because it becomes difficult

to construct a communication route due to the low connectivity between mobile

sensors.

In [5], Arboleda and Nasser proposed a clustering algorithm which divides

the region into several zones and clusters mobile sensors based on the divided

zones. In this method, each mobile sensor periodically sends information on the

frequency that it traverses the borders between zones. The mobile sensor with

the smallest frequency among all sensors in a zone is elected as the cluster head.

The cluster head in each cluster acts as a router in the network and transmits the

data acquired in the corresponding cluster to the cluster head in an adjacent zone

to which the multi-hop communication route is most stable. This algorithm has

to periodically exchange information in order to elect cluster heads. In addition,

data are transferred to the sink node via multi-hop communication routes between

cluster heads. Thus, this algorithm does not work well in a sparse environment.
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L.4.3 Data TYansfer by Moving to the Sink Node

In [12,26,,74,75,76,77,87,90], other data transfer methods in mobile sensor net-

works were proposed. In these methods, data transfer is conducted basically by

the movement of mobile sensors to the sink node. Unlike the above two types of

data transfer methods, these methods can be applied to the environment assumed

in this thesis.

RAMOS

In174,77), Suzuki et al. proposed RAMOS (Routing Assisted by Moving Objects).

In RAMOS, data are categorized into two levels according to the emergency:

high emergency level and low emergency level. Moreover, RAMOS defines the

following six modes for each mobile sensor. Each mobile sensor autonomously

controls its behavior by changing its mode according to the existence of data and

the emergency levei of the data.

e Absolutely Static (,4^5) mode

A mobile sensor in AS mode performs a sensing operation without mov-

ing. After that, it transmits the data to the connected mobile sensor which

is the nearest to the sink node. Otherwise, it waits for another mobile

sensor to connect.

o Semi Static (,9,5) mode

A mobile sensor in S^9 mode performs a sensing operation without mov-

ing. When a mobile sensor holds data and connects to mobile sensors except

that in AS, iI transmits the data to one of them. Otherwise, it moves di-

rectly to the sink node when the emergency level of its acquired data is high.

Moreover, it transfers data to the connected mobile sensor while moving to

the sink node. Afber transfered the data, a mobile sensor returns to its

original position. On the other hand, if the emergency of its acquired data

is low, the mobile sensor waits for another mobile sensor to connect. Then

if no mobile sensor connects for a certain period, the mobile sensor changes

its mode into ,L^9 mode.
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Table 1.1: Conditions for changing mode in RAMOS

Changing of mode I Condition

AS (no change)

SS---+LS No neighboring mobile sensor exists and

emergency level of the data is low.

LS---'SS Cannot connect to any mobile sensor for a certain period.

DN (no change)

SM---+RP Receives data from a node in AS or 5,9 mode.

RP (no change)

o Limited Search (.L,5) mode

A mobile sensor in LS mode moves in a limited area in order to find

another mobile sensor to which it can transfer its holding data. If it cannot

connect to any other mobile sensor for a certain period, it returns to its
original position and changes its mode into ,S,S mode.

o Dynamic Node (D/V) mode

A mobile sensor in Dll mode moves around the area and transfers the

data. When a sensor holds data and it connects to mobile sensors in SM

or RP mode, it transmits the data to one of them. Otherwise, it directly

moves to the sink node to transfer data when the emergency level of the

data is high. On the other hand, if the emergency level of the data is low,

it moves to the sink node after waiting for other mobile sensors in SM or

.RP mode to connect. When the mobile sensor connects to a mobile sensor

in SM or RP mode while moving to the sink node, it transmits the data to

the connected mobile sensor and returns to its original position.

o Spontaneously Moving (^9M) mode

A mobile sensor in SM mode moves around the area to find other mobile

sensors that hold data. When a mobile sensor holds data and connects to

mobile sensors in SM mode, it transmits the data to one of them. When
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it connects to a mobile sensor in RP mode, it transmits only data with

the high emergency level. On the other hand, when it connects to mobile

sensors in AS or ,S,9 mode, it receives data from them and changes its mode

into -RP mode.

o Round Patrol (rtP) mode

A mobile sensor in RP mode moves around mobile sensors in AS and 
^9^9

modes. When it receives data from them, it moves to the sink node. When

the mobile sensor connects to a mobile sensor in SM mode while moving

to the sink node, it transmits the data to the connected mobile sensor and

returns to its original route.

Here, mobile sensors in S,S, SM and,RP modes move directly to the sink node

until they connect to another mobile sensor. Table 1.1 shows the conditions for

changing mode in RAMOS.

In RAMOS, each mobile sensor transfers data to the sink node by changing

its mode autonomously. However, since each mobile sensor has to move to the

sink node to transfer data until it connects to another mobile sensor, the moving

cost much increases. Moreover, in a sparse environment, since each mobile sensor

has few opportunities to connect to other sensors, the performances of sensing

and data transfer become low.

UM

In [90], Wang and Ramanathan proposed a sensing method using uncoordinated

mobile sensors (UM nodes). In this method, each UM node acquires data until the

amount of the acquired data reaches the memory capacity. Moreover, each UM

node exchanges information on the acquired data with a connected UM node and

deletes the data which were acquired by the connected node at the same location

and time. By doing so, duplicated sensing (sensing a location by multiple mobile

sensors) can be suppressed and more data can be accumulated in the memory

space of a UM node.

In addition, this method proposes two mobility models of UM nodes, the

multi-homed random way point model and the controlled mobile nodes model.
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Figure 1.2: Controlled mobile nodes model.

In the multi-homed random way point model, each UM node randomly chooses

the destination and moves there. After reached the destination, it stochastically

determines whether it returns to the sink node or it moves to a new destination.

In the latter case, since each UM node selects the destination randomly from the

whole region, the moving distance to the destination tends to increase. Thus, the

efficiency of sensing decreases especially in a wide region.

On the other hand, in the controlled mobile nodes model, the moving path of

each UM node is determined in advance and each node does the sensing operation

while moving its path as shown in Figure 1.2. F\rrthermore, by setting moving

paths of UM nodes to reduce unnecessary movement, the efficiency of sensing

can be further improved. However, it is necessary to calculate the moving paths

of all UM nodes in advance. Thus, the computational cost becomes very large.

Moreover, this model cannot handle dynamic changes of conditions such as the

existence of obstacles. Thus, moving paths cannot be determined in an unknown

or highly dynamic region (e.g. planetary or underwater).
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1.5 Organization of Thesis

In this thesis, we propose mobile sensor control methods to achieve efficient sens-

ing and data transfer in sparse environments.

1.5.1 F\rndamental Design

Before we move to the details of the mobile sensor control methods, here we

introduce the fundamental design of our proposed methods.

First, as described in Section L.2, reducing moving distances of mobile sensors

is effective to achieve efficient sensing. In sparse environment, each mobile sensor

does not know the locations of other sensor nodes, since the connectivity of each

mobile nodes is very low. Therefore, each mobile node has to move to the sink

nodes to transfer data. To reduce the moving distance, we focus on the approach

in [41,92]. As described in Section 1.4.I, mobile sensors in this approach transfer

their acquired data to a nearby high-end sink node that does not move. By

doing so, mobile sensors can finish the data transfer faster than the approaches

irr174,77,90] where mobile sensors directly move to the sink node, and can quickly

return to the sensing operations. However, the approach in 141,921cannot be

applied to the environment assumed in this thesis because the direct connections

between high-end sink nodes and the sink node are needed.

To solve this problem, we focus on the approach in [59]. As described in Sec-

lion I.4.2, this approach constructs a multi-hop communication route to transfer

data acquired by a mobile sensor far from the sink node. Thus, when a (multi-

hop) communication route from a high-end sink node to the sink node can be

constructed, it is expected that efficient data transfer can be achieved.

Based on this idea, our proposed methods introduce fi,ned nodes which do not

move like high-end sink nodes in [41,92]. As shown in Figure 1.3, a fixed node

has two roles in addition to sensing, 1) temporarily accumulating data acquired

by nodes, and 2) constructing a communication route between fixed nodes for

transferring the accumulated data toward the sink node. In order to achieve the

above roles, a fixed node has to be equipped with high-performing resources (e.g.

Iarger memory capacity). This causes the increase of the cost of preparing fixed

nodes. Thus, we assume that a small number of fixed nodes are introduced. Note

CIAPTER I.INTRODUCT10N
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Figure 1.3: System model of our proposed methods.

that the cost of preparing and deploying fixed nodes is discussed in Chapter 4.

Here, to distinguish from fixed nodes, we call other mobile sensors mobi,Ie nodes.

As in the methods proposed in [41,92], locations of all fixed nodes are known

by all nodes. By using fixed nodes, each mobile node can transfer its acquired

data to a nearby fixed node, and thus, can quickly return to the next sensing

operation. This is expected to result in efficient sensing.

In addition, to achieve efficient data transfer to the sink node even in a sparse

environment, our proposed methods construct communication routes between

fixed nodes using mobile nodes. To reduce the difficulty to collect mobile nodes

for transferring data, our proposed methods allow fixed nodes to construct a

communication route not only to the sink node but also to another nearby fixed

node. By doing so, the required number of mobile nodes for constructing a

communication route becomes smaller.

Here, nodes in ,4^9 mode in RAMOS (described in Section 1.4.3) are simi-

lar to fixed nodes in our proposed methods. These do not move, and control

other mobile sensors to transfer data toward the sink node. Unlike these nodes,

however, fixed nodes in our methods have additional roles described above, that

is, 1) temporarily accumulating data acquired by nodes, and 2) constructing a

communication route between fixed nodes for transferring the accumulated data
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toward the sink node. By these characteristics, our methods achieve more efficient

sensing and data transfer compared with RAMOS.

t.5.2 Mobile Sensor Control Method

Based on the discussion in Section 1.5.1, we propose a fundamental mobile sensor

control method, named DATFM (Data Acquisition and Ttansmission with Fixed

and Mobile node) in Chapter 2. As described in Section 1.5.1, DATFM intro-

duces fixed nodes. The data acquired by nodes are accumulated on a fixed node

before being transferred to the sink node. In addition, the accumulated data are

transferred to the sink node by constructing communication routes between fixed

nodes.

Moreover, in order to make it easier for fixed nodes to construct communica-

tion routes, DATFM defines the moving strategy of mobile nodes. This strategy

enables fixed nodes to connect with mobile nodes frequently, and to collect mobile

nodes that are required to construct communication routes.

F\rrthermore, DATFM defines another data transfer strategy using the coop-

erative movement and communication of mobile nodes in order to transfer data

even when a communication route cannot be constructed.

We also conduct simulation experiments to verify that our method can achieve

efficient sensing and data transfer compared with the conventional methods de-

scribed in Section 1.4.3.

Chapter 2 is based on our works published in [78,80,82].

1.5.3 Extended Methods of DATFM

In DATFM, fixed nodes can be deployed to arbitrary locations. Here, when

there are some points which should be carefully monitored (e.g. coral reefs in

underwater explorations or sources of toxic gas in the observation of a disaster

site), it is effective to deploy fixed nodes to such important points. By doing so,

these important points can be continuously monitored by the fixed nodes. On

the other hand, when there are no important points (e.g. monitoring a dessert

or detection of a mineral vein), fixed nodes can be freely deployed in the region.
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In such environments, further improvement of efficiencies of sensing and data

transfer is expected by strategically determining locations of fixed nodes.

Therefore, in Chapter 3, which is based on our works published in [81,83,85],

we propose an extended method, named DATFM/DF (DATFM with deliberate

Deployment of Fixed nodes), to further improve the performance of DATFM

focusing on the locations of fixed nodes. First, we analyze the effects of locations

of fixed nodes on the performance of DAIFM. Based on the result of the analysis,

DATFM/DF strategically determines the location of each fixed node. We also

conduct simulation experiments to verify that DATFM/DF further improves the

performances of sensing and data transfer.

On the other hand, in DATFM, mobile nodes move around the whole region

in order to acquire data in the whole region. By doing so, the whole region can be

monitored even when some mobile nodes become unavailable due to the battery

exhaustion or physical damages. However, in some environments where mobile

nodes with much higher durability are deployed, mobile nodes do not need to

move around the whole region, i.e., the movement of mobile nodes in DATFM

becomes redundant. Therefore, it is expected that we can further improve effi-

ciency of sensing by decreasing moving distances of mobile nodes.

Therefore, in Chapter 4, which is based on our works published in [79,84], we

propose another extended method, named DATFM/DA (DATFM with Deploy-

ment Adjusting), focusing on sensing operations of mobile nodes. First, we divide

the target region into multiple areas and statically deploys mobile nodes to each

divided area. Each mobile node basically moves within the divided area where

it is deployed. Next, we analyze the effects of number of mobile nodes in each

divided area on the performance. Based on the analysis result, DATFM/DA ad-

justs the number of mobile nodes deployed in each divided area. We also conduct

simulation experiments to verify that this method further improves the perfor-

mances of sensing and data transfer. Moreover, we also discuss the integration

of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA.

15





Chapter 2

Mobile Sensor Control Method
for Sparse Sensor Networks

2.L Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, conventional data transfer methods in mobile sensor

networks 1L2,74,75,76,77,87,90] cannot achieve efficient sensing and data transfer

in a sparse environment because data transfer in these methods are performed

mainly by the movement of mobile sensors.

In this chapter, in order to solve this problem, we propose DATFM (Data

Acquisition and Tfansmission with Fixed and Mobile node), which is the funda-

mental method proposed in this thesis. DATFM uses two types of sensor nodes,

fixed node and mobile node. The data acquired by nodes are once accumulated

on a fixed node, and then, transferred to the sink node by using a communication

route constructed by cooperative behaviors of multiple mobile nodes. Moreover,

in order to make it easier for fixed nodes to construct communication routes,

DATFM defines the moving strategy of mobile nodes. This strategy enables

fixed nodes to connect with mobile nodes frequently, and to collect an enough

number of mobile nodes to construct a communication route.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we

present the definitions of nodes, fixed nodes and mobile nodes, introduced in our

proposed method. In Section 2.3, we explain the details of DATFM. The results

of simulation experiments are presented in Section 2.4. Finally, we conclude this

17
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chapter in Section 2.5.

2.2 Definitions of Nodes

Before we move to the details of DATFM, here we present the detailed functions

of fixed and mobile nodes.

2.2.L Fixed node

In order to reduce the moving distance of mobile sensors, we introduce fixed

nodes which do not move in DATFM. a fixed has larger memory space compared

with a mobile node and accumulates data acquired by itself and other nodes. In

addition, it controls nearby mobile nodes to construct a communication route

when transmitting the accumulated data toward the sink node. Here, the sink

node is classified as a fixed node in DATFM. The locations of all fixed nodes are

known by all nodes.

DATFM divides the region into several areas based on a Voronoi diagram

in which fixed nodes are the site points. Here, the Voronoi diagram of a set

of points partitions the region into convex polygons that consist of the vertical

bisectors of the points. Every point in a polygon is closer to the site point in

the corresponding polygon than to any other site points. In DATFM, each fixed

node has charge of the corresponding area. In other words, each fixed node

has a role for collecting data acquired in the area it exists. We call the area

for each fixed node as its terri,tory. Figure 2.1 shows an example of Voronoi

diagram and divided territories. In each territory, mobile nodes connect to the

corresponding fixed node before performing sensing operations (The details are

described in Section 2.3.I). Every time a fixed node connects with a mobile node,

it determines the sensing point of the mobile node, and sends the information of

the sensing point. In this thesis, we assume that a fixed node controls the sensing

point of each mobile node in order for the entire of its territory to be monitored

uniformly.

Each fixed node holds information on nearby mobile nodes that directly con-

nected to it (entered wireiess communication range) for a certain period; the
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Figure 2.1: Dividing the region.

Table 2.1:Information of mobile nodes held by a£ x〕d node.

Node ID Connected time Next fixed node Destination

α 1,232 E (832,324)

C 1,266 F (542,255)

ノ 1,335 E (832,324)

Z 1,552 θ (754,743)

θ 1,632 θ (754,74o

information for each mobile node includes the identifier of the node, the time

when the node connected to it, the fixed node that the node goes to next, and

the next destination (sensing point or location of the next fixed node to go) of

the node. Table 2.1 shows an example of the information held by a fixed node.

Each fixed node sets the validity period for each record in the information (each

row in Table 2.1), and removes it when the validity period expires. Here, the

19
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validity period for mobile node i is calculated by the following formula:

ッ″島=ν

/2・
Sredon

(2.1)
um

In the above formula, S."gio, and u* respectively denote the size of the whole

region and the velocity of mobile nodes in the sensing mode (described later).

Vfl represents the time elapsed since a mobile node departs from the sink node

(i.". a corner of the region) until it reaches the farthest corner of the region.

By using this value, it is guaranteed that a mobile node which departs from a

fixed node connects to another fixed node within the validity period. By using

the information, each fixed node predicts where each mobile node exists. This is

because the moving path of a mobile node is determined by the moving strategy

in DATFM (The detail will be described in Section 2.3.1). Thus, each fixed node

can calculate the current location of a mobile node using its holding information

on the corresponding mobile node.

2.2.2 Mobile node

A mobile node moves around the region. In addition, it has the following three

modes:

Sensing mode (SM), A node selects a territory to perform sensing and moves

there. Afber performing the sensing operation in the territory, it determines

new territory to move.

Collecting mode (CM), When a node in SM receives a route request packet

(RReq) from a fixed node, it changes its mode into collecti,ng mode (CIvt

In CM, a node moves faster than that in SMin order to collect other mobile

nodes to construct a communication route.

Tlansmission mode (f ArI): When a node in SM receives a route construct'ion

request packet (RCReq)from a fixed node or a mobile node in CM,it changes

its mode into transmission mode (TIVj.In TM, a node constructs a route

and transfers the data.

Figure 2.2 shows the mode transition of a mobile node.
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Receives RRel
from a fixed node Transmission Mode
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from a fixed node\
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searching and
returns to the fixed node
that has sentRReq

Figure 2.2: Mode transition of a mobile node.

2。3 DATFM

In this section, we explain the details of DATFM.

DATFM defines the moving strategy of mobile nodes in order to make it
easier for fixed nodes to construct communication routes to transfer data. F\rr-

thermore, DATFM defines a data transfer strategy using the cooperative move-

ment and communication of mobile nodes in order to transfer data even when a

communication route cannot be constructed.

2.3.L Moving Strategy of Mobile Nodes

A mobile node basicaliy sets its mode as SM. It selects a territory to perform

sensing according to the probability which is proportional to the size of each

territory, which can be derived using the locations of fixed nodes. By doing so,

DATFM aims to monitor the whole region. After that, it moves to the territory

by the following steps:

1. The mobile node moves to connect to the nearest fixed node (i.e. the fixed

node in the current territory) and transmits its acquired data.

2. It calculates the distances between the fixed node in the selected territory

and all those in the territories adjacent to the territory that the mobile

nodes currently exists, and moves to the fixed node that is the nearest to the

fixed node in the selected territory. Figure 2.3 shows an example in which
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Figure 2.3: Moving path of a mobile node.

mobile node a chooses the next fixed node to move. After transmitting

its acquired data to fixed node B, mobile node o calculates the distances

between fixed node F that has charge of the selected territory and fixed

nodes A, C, and D, which are adjacent to the current territory. Afber

that, it chooses fixed node .E that is the nearest to fixed node f. and moves

there. This procedures is repeated until the mobile node connects to the

fixed node in the selected territorv.

3. It receives the information of the sensing point from the connected fixed

node. Then it moves there and performs the sensing operation.

This moving strategy enables each fixed node to have many opportunities to

connect with mobile nodes. Moreover, each fixed node can predict the locations

of the recently connected mobile nodes by using the information shown in Table

2.1. Therefore, this strategy makes it easy for fixed nodes to collect mobile nodes

in the data transmission process.
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Figure 2.4: Selection of the next fixed node.

2.3.2 Data Transmission

A fixed node starts to transmit the accumulated data when the amount of the

accumulated data in its memory exceeds the predetermined threshold, ?h. In
what follows, we explain the procedures for transferring the accumulated data to

the sink node.

Selection of the next fixed node

The fixed node that starts data transmission process (the source node) selects a

next fixed node to transmit the data (the destination node) by using the Delaunay

triangulation. The Delaunay triangulation can be performed by connecting the

site points in the Voronoi diagram whose polygons share a common edge.

The source node creates Delaunay triangles which include itself, and selects

another fixed node that is a vertex of a Delaunay triangle and is the nearest to

the sink node. This node is set as the destination node. When the sink node

is a vertex of the created Delaunay triangles, the source node selects the sink

node as the destination. Figure 2.4 shows an example of selecting the destination

node. Fixed node.4 selects the destination node from fixed nodes B, C and D.

In this figure, since fixed node C is the nearest to the sink node, it becomes the

destination node. On the other hand, when fixed node D starts data transmission

process, it selects the sink node as the destination node since the sink node is a

vertex of the created Delaunav triangles.

23
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Request for collecting mobile nodes

The source node firstly checks whether a communication route to the destination

node exists. If it does, the source node transmits the data to the destination

node via the communication route. Otherwise, the source node sends a RReq

to a mobile node that firstly connects to it. If multiple mobile nodes already

connect to the source node, the source node randomly selects one of them and

sends a RReqto it. The mobile node that receives the RReqchanges its mode into

CM. Here, a RReq includes the identifiers of the source and destination nodes,

the required number of mobi,le nodes,ly'."o, and the time li,mi,t, T6*, for collecting

mobile nodes. l/.* is the number of mobile nodes which is required to construct

the communication route, and is calculated by the following formula:

(2.2)

L"." and L6$ are the locations of the source and destination nodes. R.o is the

wireless communication range. Ttm is the time that terminates collecting mobile

nodes. The detail of the time limit is described later in this section. Figure 2.5(a)

shows an example of. RReq sent from the source node A.

The mobile node in CM travels around the nearby fixed nodes to collect the

other mobile nodes. First, the mobile node in CM moves to the destination node.

When the mobile node connects with a fixed node, it performs the following

procedures:

1. The mobile node calculates the number of mobile nodes which are perform-

ing a sensing operation in the territory of the connected fixed node. This

can be done by checking the 'next destination' record in the information

held by the fixed node. Specifically, when the 'next destination' is in the

territory of the fixed node, the corresponding mobile node is performing

the sensing operation in the territory.

2. It decreases l[."o in the RReq by that calculated number of nodes. This is

because the mobile nodes performing a sensing operation in a territory will

connect to the fixed node in the territory after the sensing operation. As

described later, those mobile nodes will receive RCReq from the fixed node,

and move to the source node to help the data transmission.

馬eq=[訃 」・
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(a) Receiving RReq from the source node.

(b) Sending RReqto connected fixed node.

(c) Sending RCReq to connected mobile node.

Figure 2.5: The operations of mobile node in CM.
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It sends the updated RReq to the fixed node.

It chooses the next fixed node to go. Specifically, it checks the 'next fixed

node' record in the information held by the fixed node, and chooses one of

the fixed nodes whose territory is adjacent to that of the source node, to

which the largest number of mobile nodes have gone, and which it has not

visited vet.

The mobile node in CM goes back to the source node when at least one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

o The next fixed node to go cannot be found.

AL* in the RReq becomes zero.

The time limit has come.

Figure 2.5(b) shows an example of behaviors of a mobile node in CM connected

to fixed node C. It calculates the number of mobile nodes which are performing

a sensing operation in the territory of fixed node C. In this figure, the mobile

node in CMknows that mobile nodes c and k are performing a sensing operation

since their next fixed node is C. Thus, the mobile node in CM decreases ly'r"o

in the RReq by two and sends the updated RReq to fixed node C. After that, it

checks the 'next fixed node' record in the information held by fixed node C, and

chooses fixed node D as the next destination to go since the largest number of

nearby mobile nodes (i.e., e and l) have gone.

After returning to the source node, the mobile node in CM changes its mode.

If the required number of mobile nodes have not been collected, the node in CM

changes its mode into TM. Otherwise, if N..q mobile nodes have been collected

and the communication route have been constructed, it changes back to SM and

returns to a sensing operation.

When the mobile node in CM connects to other mobile nodes while moving,

it sends a RCReq to the connected nodes. Here, a RCReq includes the identifiers

of the source and destination nodes. When the mobile node that receives the

RCReq is rn SM, it moves to the source node and changes its mode into TM.

Afber that, the mobile node in CM deueases the N."q in lhe RReq by one. For

3.
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example in Figure 2.5(c), when a mobile node in CM connects with mobile node

/, it sends a RCReq to / and decreases l/."o. Here, if the Nr"q in the mobile node

in CM becomes zero, the mobile node in CM rclvns to the source node.

On the other hand, when a mobile node in SM connects to the source node

or a fixed node which received the RReq from a mobile node in CM, the source

node or the fixed node sends a RCReq to the connected mobile node. The mobile

node that receives the RCReq moves to the source node and changes its mode

into TM. Here, a fixed node which received the RReq from the mobile node in

CM continues to send ,RCr?eos until the time limit comes.

Data transmission using the collected node

The source node starts data transmission by using trai,n transm'iss'ion, when it
firstly connects to a mobile node in TM.In train transmission, data are transfered

by cooperative movement and communication among the collected mobile nodes.

Specifically, the collected mobile nodes firstly form a line segment (train). To

do so, the source node calculates the location, (r*, An), of each collected mobile

node mp by the following formulae:

27
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(2.4)

Here, n is the number of collected mobile nodes and each of the collected mobile

nodes is assigned an identifier (m1, rnz, ..., ffin). (r".", g".") and (r6s, 916"1)

are the locations of the source and destination nodes. Then, the source node

sends information on the calculated locations to the collected mobile nodes. The

collected mobile nodes move to their locations. Figure 2.6 shows an example of

calculating the locations of mobile nodes when two mobile nodes are collected.

Afber that, the collected nodes repeats the following procedures:

1. The source node transmits a part of the accumulated data so that the

amount of the transmitted data equals to the sum of memory spaces of the

collected nodes.

2. The collected nodes move toward the destination node while keeping same
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Figure 2.6: Construction of a train.

distances between adjacent nodes, and stop when the node at the other end

of the Iine segment connects to the destination node.

3. The collected nodes transmit all the data to the destination node through

the line segment (communication route), and then, move back toward the

source node.

Figure 2.7 shows an example of train transmission with two mobile nodes.

Moreover, when another mobile node in TM connects to the source node after

started the train transmission, the source node adds the connected mobile node to

the train. Specifically, the source node increments the identifiers of mobile nodes

(i.e., mp ---+ rnn+r) in the current train and assigns identifier m1 to the newly

connected node. Then, the source node recalculates the location of each mobile

node and sends information on the recalculated locations to all the collected

mobile nodes. The mobile nodes which received the information move to their

new locations and restart the train transmission. Figure 2.8 shows an example

when another mobile node connects to the source node. In this figure, the newly

connected node is assigned identifier rn1 and added to the train.

Here, when the number of the collected nodes reaches Nr"q, the complete
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communication route is

train transmission and
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Destination node

Figure 2.9: Release a communication route.

Moreover, the source node sends a route release packet (RRel)to nodes in TM

which newly connects after constructed the complete communication route. The

mobile nodes that received the RRel change their mode into SM and restart

moving to their next sensing points.

After transmitting all the accumulated data, the source node sends a RRel to

each mobile node in TM. A RRel includes the information on the next fixed node

to go. Each mobile node that receives the .Rftel changes its mode into ,SM and

moves to the destination specified in the RRel. Here, the source node sets the

next fixed node for the half of mobile nodes in TM which are far from itself as

the destination node of the data transmission. This helps the destination node

to collect mobile nodes for the next data transmission process since the amount

of data in its memory space may exceed the threshold. On the other hand, for

each of the other mobile nodes, the source node sets the next fixed node as itself.

Figure 2.9 shows an example when the source node A has transmitted ali the

accumulated data to the destination node C. The source node A sends RRels

including C as the next fixed node to mobile nodes rns and m4 It also sends

Rfiels including itself as the next fixed node to mobile nodes rny and m2. After

that, mobile nodes rn1 and rn2 restart to move to the destination after connected
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Table 2.2: Parameters in calculating the time limit.

to fixed node A.

Decision of the time limit

In DATFM, the source node sets the time limit and notifies it to the mobile node

in CM and other nearby fixed nodes. This value is used for terminating collecting

mobile nodes for the corresponding data transmission. Here, when the time limit

is set small, it becomes difficult for the source node to collect the sufficient number

of mobile nodes. In contrast, when the time limit is set large, the mobile node

in CM and fixed nodes that received RReq continue to collect mobile nodes for

the data transmission for a long time. In this case, excessive numbers of mobile

nodes are collected even after the complete communication route is constructed'

Therefore, it is necessary to set the appropriate time limit.

In order to set the appropriate time limit, we use the estimated time elapsed

to collect the required number of mobile nodes. We assume that the parameters

in Table 2.2 are given.

Let us denote ?est; as the estimated time in which the required number of

mobile nodes connect to fixed node i. Then, the time limit of fixed node 'i, Tri^n,

31

Parameter Description

x IDs of fixed nodes.

Lぅ Iocation of fixed node i

Tじ territory of fixed node i
dt location of the sensing point in Ta (i.e. dt € Tl)

Sp set of fixed nodes in the whole region.

Sregion size of the whole region (i.e. Sr"eior' : D; lTll)'
ンm velocity of mobile nodes in SM.

Tacq time for a sensing operation.

N*o., total number of mobile nodes in the whole region.

Th threshold for starting data transmission.
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is calculated by the following formula:

T1r^n :Zcu.."rrt * Tut . (2.5)

Here, ?"u.r"ot is the current time. In what follows, we describe how to calculate

Totl.

First, let us denote Tou"n as the average interval for fixed node i that mobile

nodes connect to i. By using this value, we can derive the following formula:

(2.oT.ttt:.ly'."qn ' Too"n.

In order to calculat e Too"., we define sens'ing cgcle of. a mobile node engaged in a

sensing operation in T;. The sensi,ng cycle is defined as the sequence of a sensing

operation in which the mobile node departs from the fixed node in the region

including the previous sensing point, moves to the sensing point, performs the

sensing operation, and moves to fixed node i. We also define the auerage sensi,ng

cycle time,4"rr", as the average time elapsed for a sensing cycle of a mobile node

that performs a sensing operation. Here, since the moving path of a mobile node

to the selected territory can be roughly approximated as the straight line, we

assume that mobile nodes go straight to the fixed node of the selected territory

(do not go through fixed nodes in the neighboring territories) in order to simplify

the calculation. Actually, the effect of the difference of moving to the analysis is

small.
As an example, we assume a mobile node in Figure 2.10 which departs form

fixed node F and performs a sensing operation in T6. First, since the distance

between fixed nodes f' and B is ll,r -Lsl, the time elapsed for moving to fixed

node B, T*** becomes lL" - Lsllr^.Next, the time elapsed for moving from

fixed node B to the sensing point is ll,s - dsllr*. Finally, after the sensing

operation at a destination (elapsed time is 7""q), the time elapsed for moving

back to fixed node B becomes ld" - Lullr*. Thus, the total time elapsed of the

sensing cycle becomes:

l r-Lsl *ll,s-dnl ,- ldr-Lsl -ll,r-Lsl +T^.^*r.lda-Lel. (r7\
l,tn u* 

t lacq * 

-r^ 

vm 
racQ t 

"'- ,* ' \a'r )

Here, when the fixed node controls the sensing point in order for the entire

of its territory to be monitored uniformly, the average elapsed time for moving
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Figure 2.10: The operations in a sensing cycle.

between L6 and d6 becomes the average of the moving time form L6 to any

location in T6. Moreover, since the probability that a mobile node selects a

territory to perform sensing depends on the size of the territory, the average time

which a mobile node departs from any fixed node (other than B) and moves to

fixed node B becomes ljesr,jlr(lTil/S*ei"") . (ll,i - Lall"d.
Therefore, the auerage sensing cycle time in Ti, 4"*"n, is derived by the

following formula:
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Here, the average sensing cycle time in the whole region, Tr"r"", is derived by

the average of the Tr"r,r",, for ali 'd-s. Thus,

‰ =κ二ヵ暑くLヂ )

亀嘘=二暑理… (2.9)

Since the mobile node connects to the fixed node after the sensing opera-

tion, all mobile nodes connect to a fixed node in the period of Tr".,r". Further-

more, since the number of mobile nodes which choose the destination in Ti is
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lf-o.,. lTll/S."ei.", we can estimate that ly'-o.,,'lTrl/S'"eio,' mobile nodes connect

to fixed node i in the period of 4"r,"u. Thus, the average time in which a mobile

node connects to fixed node 'i, Tor"n, is calculated by the following formula:

T""o""
Tou"n : N-""'lTzl

S.egio.

4"rr"" ' Sr"gion
(2.10)

Based on the above discussion, the time limit, Tiima can be calculated by the

following formula:

Ttir.'n : T"rr-errt *Testt.

: Tcurrent * N."qn 'Tor.n
'r ..q

r Af r sense vreglon
rCUITenf, | rrI€Q; 

^r lh I
(2.11)reqr AIr rmov・ITを |

2.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we shos/ results of simulation experiments regarding performance

evaluation of DATFM. In the simulation experiments, we compaxe the perfor-

mances of DATFM, UM with random way point model (UM-random), UM with

controlled mobile node model (UM-controlled) [90], and RAMOS 174,771.

2.4.L Simulation Environment

We assume an application of planetary exploration in which each sensor acquires

the picture, information of minerals or the temperature in the region. Sensor

nodes are deployed in a 2,100[m]x2,100[m] flatland. Each sensor node performs

a sensing operation with the rate of 100[bit/sec.m2l and Tu"q is 30[sec]. The

wireless communication range of all nodes and the channel bandwidth are 100[m]

and 11fMbps], respectively.

In DATFM, there are l[6. fixed nodes and .|y'*o,, mobile nodes randomly de-

ployed in the region. Each mobile node moves with velocity of u*lmls] in SM and

2u*lmlslin TM and CM. Each fixed and mobile node has a memory space whose

size is respectively 2,000[Mbit] and 10[Mbit]. Each fixed node starts data trans-

mission process when the amount of the accumulated data exceeds Th[Mbit]'

鴫 。v・ ITを |
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Each mobile node performs a sensing operation every time it arrives the sensing

point. Each fixed node performs a sensing operation every 1,500[sec]. The rate

and the duration of a sensing operation by a fixed node are also 100[bit/sec.rn2]

and 30[sec].

In RAMOS, there are ly'6r. nodes in .4,Smode, (N-o.,,-.nfn ) nodes in RP mode,

and l/6r. nodes in DN mode. This parameter setting is to make the total number

of nodes in RP mode and Dll mode in RAMOS equal to ly'*o., and to guarantee

all nodes in AS mode can transfer data to the sink node by using nodes in D//
mode. Nodes in ,4,9 mode are deployed to the same iocations of fixed nodes in

DATFM, and have a memory space of 1,000[Mbit]. Nodes in ,BP mode and DN
mode have a memory space of 1O[Mbit]. Nodes in RP mode and Dffmode move

with the velocity of u^lmf sl when sensing and gathering data, and 2u,"lmf s]

when transferring data to the sink node. Nodes in AS mode perform a sensing

operation every 1,500[sec] in the same way as fixed nodes in DATFM.

In UM-random and UM-controlled, there are (ly'-o., + Nn*) UM nodes. Each

UM node has a memory space of l0[Mbit]. Each node moves with velocity of

u*fmls] when sensing, and 2u^lm/s] when transferring data. Each UM node

starts transferring data to the sink node when the amount of the accumulated

data exceeds 10[Mbit] (i.e. each node transfers data after a sensing operation). In

UM-controlled, moving paths of UM nodes are predetermined as shown in Figure

2.11. In this figure, all UM nodes form a line segment (like a train in DATFM)

and move on a fixed path. More specifically, after performing a sensing operation,

UM nodes move so that the node at the end of the line segment which is closer to

the sink node, while keeping the shape of the segment. Then, the accumulated

data are transferred to the sink node via the multi-hop communication route.

Finally, UM nodes move to the next sensing point.

We set parameters ly'fi*, ly'-o* u*, and Th as shown in Table 2.3. In the

experiments, we change one of the parameters and set others as default values

in order to verify the effect of each parameter. In this environment, we run

100 simulations each of which consists of 1[week] changing the locations of fixed

nodes, and evaluate the averages of the following four criteria:

o Throughput

The average amount of data that arrive at the sink node per 1[sec].

35
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.+ : Actual path **-* :Assignedpath

Figure 2.11: Moving path in UM-controlled (N*o., * l/n* - 5).

Table 2.3: Parameters in the experiments.

Parameter Value (Default)

ミ、 x 5-10 (10)

N*o' 15-50 (40)

urn 1.0-5.0 (5.0)

Th 0-2,000 (1,000)

r Average moving distance

The average of moving distances of all nodes during the simulation period.

o Average delay

The average of the elapsed time after data are acquired (sensed) until the

data arrive at the sink node.

o Average control traffic

The average number of packets exchanged for controlling mobile sensors

during the simulation period. Specificaily, the control traffic in DATFM

is the total number of RRep, RCReqs, and Bfiels exchanged during the
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78
Number of fixed nodes

Figure 2.L2: Nn and throughput.

simulation period. On the other hand, the control traffic in RAMOS is the

total number of packets sent from nodes in .RP mode to those in DN mode.

Note that there are no packets for controlling mobile sensors in UM. Thus,

we only evaiuate control traffics in DATFM and RAMOS.

2.4.2 Effects of the Number of Fixed Nodes

Figures 2.L2, 2.13. 2.14, and 2.16 show the simulation results when changing

parameter l/6*. The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of fixed

nodes l/6*. The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 2.L2, average moving

distance in Figure 2.13, average delay in Figure 2.14, and average control traffic

in Figure 2.16.

Throughput

Figure 2.12 shows that the throughput in DATFM is always larger than that

in RAMOS. This shows that DATFM can acquire and transfer data more effi-

ciently than RAMOS. As the number of fixed nodes gets larger, the difference in

throughput between DATFM and RAMOS slightly increases because it becomes

easier for mobile nodes to transfer data to the nearbv fixed nodes in DATFM. On
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the other hand, in RAMOS, since the mobile node in .4^9 mode does not move to

transfer data, throughput in RAMOS does not change even when the number of

fixed nodes gets larger.

The throughput in DATFM is almost same as (sometimes smaller than) that

in UM-random. This is due to the following two reasons: a) the number of

mobile nodes in DATFM (40) is smaller than in UM-random (l/n* * 40), and

b) the mobile nodes in DATFM can perform sensing operations frequently than

those in UM-random since they do not move to the sink node to transfer data

every time. These are the advantages of UM-random and DATFM, respectively.

Thus, in the parameter setting in this experiment, these advantages are balanced

out.

The throughput in UM-controlled is always larger than those in other meth-

ods. This is because the number of UM nodes (l/n* + 40) is larger than that

of mobile nodes in DATFM. Moreover, compared with UM-random, mobile sen-

sors in UM-controlled can perform sensing operations more frequently since the

moving distance for transferring data can be reduced by using a multi-hop com-

munication route.

Average moving distance

Figure 2.13 shows that the moving distances in RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-

controlled are larger than that in DATFM. This is because sensor nodes in those

methods move to the sink node every time they acquire data. On the other hand,

since DATFM accumulates the acquired data on a fixed node before transmitting

them to the sink node, each mobile node that acquires the data does not need to

move to the sink node.

The moving distance in RAMOS increases as the number of fixed nodes gets

larger. This is because, the nodes in DN mode have to transfer data received

from nodes in .4,9 mode more frequently.

Average delay

Figure 2.14 shows that the delay in DATFM is always larger than those in

RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-controlled. This is because DATFM needs much
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Figure 2.I4: Ns* and average delay.

time for accumulating data on fixed nodes.

On the other hand, the average delays in other methods do not change even

when the number of mobile nodes increases. This is because the mobile nodes in

these methods transfer data without accumulation.

Figure 2.15 shows the detail of the delay in DATFM. In this figure, the delivery
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78
Number of fixed nodes

Figure 2.15: I[n" and details of delay in DATFM.

time is the time period afber a mobile node acquires data until it connects to a

fixed node. The accumulation time is the time period during which the data are

stored at a fixed node. The transmission time is the time elapsed for transmitting

the accumulated data to the destination node. Fhom this result, the delay consists

mostly of accumulation time. Here, the accumulation time can be suppressed by

controlling the threshold at each fixed node. However, since the small threshold

causes frequent data transmissions, the efficiency of sensing becomes lower. Thus,

the threshold should be appropriately set according to the system parameters and

requirements.

The accumulation time in DATFM increases as the number of fixed nodes

gets larger. This is because the number of mobile nodes that perform sensing

operations in its territory decreases due to the decrease of the territory size. In

this case, it takes much time until the amount of accumulated data reaches the

threshold.

Average control traffic

Figure 2.16 shows that the average control traffic in DATFM is smaller than that

in RAMOS. In RAMOS, each node in -BP mode sends control packets every time
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78
Number of fixed nodes

Figure 2.16: I/n. and average control traffic.

it connects to nodes in Dl{mode which hold data. On the other hand, in DATFM,

the frequency of data transmission processes becomes small by accumulating data

at a fixed node. Thus, the number of. RReqs, RCReqs, and .R.Rels, that are sent

only in data transmission processes, becomes small.

2.4.3 Effects of the Number of Mobile Nodes

Figures 2.L7,2.18,2.19, and 2.21 show the simulation results when changing pa-

rameter ly'-o.,. The horizontal axis on ail graphs indicates the number of mobile

nodes N,,.o.,. The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 2.I7, average mov-

ing distance in Figure 2.18, average delay in Figure 2.19, and average control

traffic in Figure 2.21.

Throughput

Figure 2.17 shows that the throughput in DATFM is always larger than that in

RAMOS. Moreover, the throughput in DATFM is always smaller than that in

UM-controlled. These are due to the same reason as that in Figure 2.12.

Compared with UM-random, the throughput in DATFM is smaller when the

number of mobile nodes is small. This is because it becomes impossiblv difficult
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Number of mobile nodes

Figure 2.17: N^ou and throughput.

for some fixed nodes to construct a communication route. When a fixed node

cannot collect the sufficient number of mobile nodes, it transmits the data by

the train transmission with a small number of mobile nodes. Thus, these mobile

nodes are kept for transferring data and cannot return to perform sensing oper-

ations for a long time. On the other hand, mobile sensors in UM-random can

perform sensing operations more frequently than DATFM since such an inefficient

situation does not occur.

On the other hand, when the number of mobile node is large, the throughput

in DATFM is larger than that in UM-random. This is because the number of

train transmissions with a small number of nodes decreases since it becomes easier

for each fixed node to collect the sufficient number of mobile nodes to construct

a communication route.

Note that, even when the number of mobile nodes equals to 50, the network

is still sparse in which the connectivity between nodes is very low.

Average moving distance

Figure 2.18 shows that the moving distances in RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-

controlled are larger than that in DATFM. This is due to the same reason as that
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Figure 2.18: .Ay'-o., and average moving distance.

in Figure 2.13.

The moving distance in DATFM increases as the number of mobile nodes

gets larger. This is because it becomes easier for each fixed node to construct

a communication route according to the increase of mobile nodes. In such an

environment, the opportunities to transfer data increase.

On the other hand, the moving distance in RAMOS increases as the number

of sensor nodes gets larger. This is because the frequency that nodes in Dllmode

connect to nodes in RP mode increases. This makes moving distances of nodes

in DN mode large because they have to transfer the data received from nodes in

.RP mode.

Average delay

Figure 2.19 shows that the delay in DATFM is always larger than those in

RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-controlled. This is due to the same reason as

that in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.20 shows the detail of the delay in DATFM. Flom this result, the

accumulation time decreases as the number of mobile nodes gets larger. This

is because the fixed nodes have many opportunities to receive data from mo-
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Figure 2.20: N^ou and details of delay in DATFM.

bile nodes. In this case, the amount of accumulated data quickly reaches

threshold.
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Figure 2.21: N. o, and average control tra,ffic.

Average control traffic

Figure 2.21 shows that the average control tra,ffic in DATFM is smaller than that

in RAMOS. This is due to the same reason as that in Figure 2.16.

The average control traffic in DATFM increases as the number of mobile nodes

increases. When the number of mobile nodes is large, each fixed node has many

opportunities to receive data from mobile nodes. This increases the frequency of

data transmission processes, and thus, many RReqs, RCRep, and .RBels are sent.

2.4.4 Effects of the Velocity of Node

Figures 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, and 2.26. show the simulation results when changing

parameter v,n. Thehorizontal axis on all graphs indicates the velocity (movement

speed) of sensor nodes u*. The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figte 2.22,

average moving distance in Figure 2.23, average delay in Figure 2.24, and average

control traffic in Figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.22: Yelocity and throughput.

Throughput

Figure 2.22 shows that the throughput in DATFM is always larger than those

in RAMOS and UM-random. This shows that DATFM can acquire and transfer

data more efficiently than RAMOS and UM-random. On the other hand, the

throughput in DATFM is always smaller than that in UM-controlled. However,

as um increases, the difference of throughput in DATFM and UM-controlled gets

smaller. Mobile nodes in DATFM transfer the acquired data to a nearby fixed

node while UM nodes in UM-controlled transfer data to the sink node every

time they acquired data. Therefore, the frequency that mobile nodes in DATFM

perform sensing operations gets larger when the mobile nodes move with higher

speed.

Average moving distance

Figure 2.23 shows that the moving distances in all methods increase as z- gets

larger, which is an obvious result.

In addition, the moving distance in DATFM is smaller than those in RAMOS,

UM-random, and UM-controlled. This is due to the same reasons as those in

Figures 2.13 and 2.18.
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Figure 2.23: Yelocity and average moving distance.

Furthermore, the differences in moving distance between four methods in-

crease as r/m gets larger. This is because mobile nodes in all methods can perform

more sensing operations as u* gets larger, and thus, the numbers of movements

between the sensing point of each sensor node and the sink node in RAMOS,

UM-random, and UM-controlled become larger.

Average delay

Figure 2.24 shows that the delay for transmitting data in DATFM is always larger

than those in RAMOS. UM-random, and UM-controlled. This is due to the same

reasons as those in Figures 2.14 and 2.19.

As u* increases, average delays of all methods decrease. This is obvious since

each sensor node can transfer data faster.

Figure 2.25 shows the detail of delay in DATFM. When u* is very small, the

accumulation time is very large. This is because mobile nodes spend long time

to transfer the acquired data to the fixed node. This makes the rate of data

accumulation low. Moreover, the delivery time decreases as um incteases, which

is an obvious result.
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Figure 2.24: Yelocity and average delay.
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Figure 2.25: Yelocity and details of delay in DATFM.

Average control traffic

Figure 2.26 shows that the average control tra,ffi.c in DATFM is smaller than that

in RAMOS. This is due to the same reason as those in Figures 2.16 and 2.21.

The average control traffic in DATFM increases as Ltm increases. This is
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Figure 2.26: Yelocity and average control traffic.

because, when a mobile node can move fast, it can perform sensing operation

and transfer data to a nearby fixed node more frequently. This increases the

frequency of data transmission processes.

2.4.5 Effects of the Threshold for Starting Data Tbans-

mission

Figures 2.27, 2.28, 2.29, and 2.31 show the simulation results when changing

parameter 7h. The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the threshold for

starting data transmission in DATFM,Th. The vertical axis indicates throughput

in Figure 2.27, average moving distance in Figure 2.28, average delay in Figure

2.29, and average control traffic in Figure 2.31.

Throughput

Figure 2.27 shows that the throughput in DATFM is smaller than those in

RAMOS and UM-random when Th is very small. This is because fixed nodes

frequently start data transmission processes. In this case, many mobile nodes

are used for transmitting the accumulated data. This decreases the frequency of

sensing operations performed by mobile nodes.
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Figure 2.27: Th and throughput.

LsTh increases, the throughput in DATFM increases and becomes larger than

that in RAMOS. This is because the frequency of data transmission processes

decreases. However, the increase in the throughput in DATFM is saturated

when Thrs larger than about 200[Mbit]. This is because the accumulated data

are discarded before being transferred to the sink node due to the limited amount

of memory space in each fixed node.

Average moving distance

Figure 2.28 shows that the moving distance in DATFM is smaller than those in

RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-controlled. This is due to the same reasons as

those in Figures 2.I3,2.18, and 2.23.

When Th is very small. the moving distance in DATFM decreases. This is

due to the decrease in the frequency of sensing operations performed by mobile

nodes. Here, when fixed nodes frequently start data transmission processes, it is

expected that the moving distance of mobile nodes for transferring accumulated

data increases. However, since Th (i.e. the accumulated data in each fixed node)

is very small, each data transmission process is finished only with a smail moving

distance. For example, when ?h equals to the memory space of a mobile node,

一 D』  M
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Figure 2.28: Th and average moving distance.

a mobile node needs to move from the source node to the destination node onlv

once. These cause the decrease of the total moving distance.

Average delay

Figure 2.29 shows that the delay for transmitting data in DATFM is always larger

than those in RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-controlled. This is due to the same

reasons as those in Figures 2.14, 2.L9, and 2.24.

As Th increases, the average delay in DATFM increases. As shown in Figure

2.30, this is due to the increase in the accumulation time, which is an obvious

result.

Average control traffic

Figure 2.31 shows that the average control traffic in DATFM is basically smaller

than that in RAMOS. This is due to the same reasons as those in Figures 2.16,

2.2I, and 2.26. However, when Th is very small, the control traffic in DATFM

becomes larger than that in RAMOS. This is due to the increase in the frequency

of data transmission processes.
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Figure 2.29: Th and average delay.
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Figllre 2.30:Tん and details of delay in DATFヽ 1.

2.4.6 Summary

Ftom the above results, we can see that DATFM basically achieves high through-

put in sparse environments. However, throughput in DATFM is always smaller

than that in UM-controlled where the movement of mobile sensors is fully-controlled.
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Moreover, as shown in Figure 2.17, throughput in DATFM becomes smaller than

that in UM-random when the number of mobile nodes is very small. As described

in Section 2.4.2, this is due to the difference of the number of mobile nodes (mobile

nodes in DATFM and UM nodes in UM-controlled and UM-random). In addi-

tion, DATFM is just the fundamental method that introduces the ideas described

in Section 1.5.1. Note that throughputs in our extended methods described in

Chapters 3 and 4 are drastically improved and become iarger than those in UM-

controlled and UM-random.

However, the moving distance in DATFM is much smaller than those in

RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-controlled, since mobile nodes in RAMOS, UM-

random, and UM-controlled have to move for longer distance in order to transfer

the acquired data to the sink node. Here, in mobile sensor networks, the energy

consumed by movement is much larger than those by communication and com-

putation [58], Therefore, it is meaningful that DATFM achieves higher energy

efficiency than those in RAMOS, UM-random, and UM-controlled.
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2.5

CHAPTER 2. MOBILE SENSOR CONTROL METHOD

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a mobile sensor control method in sparse sensor

networks, named DATFM, which is the fundamental method of all of the methods

proposed in this thesis. DATFM uses two types of sensor nodes, fixed node

and mobile node, and accumulates the acquired data on a fixed node before

transferring them to the sink node. In addition, DATFM defines the moving

strategy of mobile nodes in order for each fixed node to have many opportunities

to connect to mobile nodes. This makes it easy for fixed nodes to collect a

sufficient number of mobile nodes for data transmission. Moreover, DATFM

introduces train transmissions, that can transfer the accumulated data towards

the sink node with a small number of mobile nodes.

We have also conducted simulation experiments to evaluate the performance

of DATFM. The results showed that DATFM can reduce the moving distance

compared with conventional methods while keeping high throughput.



Chapter 3

A Node Deployment Strategy for
Efficient Data Collection in
Sparse Sensor Networks

3。 l lntroduction

In Chapter 2, we proposed DATFM which is an effective mobile sensor control

method for sparse sensor networks. DATFM achieves efficient sensing and data

transfer by introducing fixed nodes which accumulate data acquired by nodes and

manage mobile nodes for transferring data to the sink node.

In DATFM, fixed nodes can be deployed to arbitrary locations. Here, when

there are some points which should be carefully monitored, it is effective to deploy

fixed nodes to such important points. By doing so, these important points can be

continuously monitored by the fixed nodes. On the other hand, in an application

where fixed nodes can be freely deployed in the region, further improvement of

efficiencies of sensing and data transfer is expected by strategically determining

the locations of fixed nodes. This idea comes from the following two features of

DATFM:

o Since each fixed node accumulates data generated in its territory, the sizes

of territories affect the performance of sensing.

o Since each fixed node transfers the accumulated data by using multiple
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mobile nodes, the distance of the route (between source and destination

nodes) affects the performance of data transmission.

Based on the above features, in this chapter, we propose an extended method

of DATFM, named DATFM/DF (DATFM with deliberate Deployment of Fixed

nodes), in order to further improve the efficiencies of sensing and data transfer.

This method focuses on the deployment locations of fixed nodes in the region.

First, we analyze the effects of the deployment of fixed nodes on the performance.

Based on the result of the analysis, $/e propose a deliberate deployment strategy

to improve the performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we

present DATFM/DF, which is proposed in this chapter. The results of simulation

experiments are presented in Section 3.3. The discussions of proposed method

DATFM/DF are described in Section 3.4. Finally, we conclude this chapter in

Section 3.5.

3.2 DATFM/DF

In this section, we analyze the effects of the locations of fixed nodes, and propose

a deliberate deployment strategy to further improve the performance of DATFM.

3.2.L Analysis of Effects of the Deployment of Fixed Nodes

In this analysis, we discuss lhe sensing rate, R .n"., which is defined as the number

of sensing operations per unit time in the whole region. The sensing rate depends

on the time for each mobile node to move to its sensing point.

Assumptions

Before starting the analysis, we show the assumptions in this chapter' We do

not consider the notions of collection of mobile nodes by using mobile nodes in

CM descrlbed in Section 2.3.2 for simplicity. In addition, as in the analysis in

Section 2.3.2, we assume that mobile nodes do not go through fixed nodes in the

adiacent territories.
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Parameter I Description

1/r velocity of mobile nodes in TM.

ヽ、 x number of fixed nodes in the whole region.

D data size acquired in a sensing operation.

?"com communication range of all nodes.

We assume that the parameters in Table 3.1 are given in addition to those in

Table 2.2. Moreover, we define the transfer cycle, which is the sequence of a data

transmission. In a transfer cycle, a fixed node accumulates data and transmits

the accumulated data to the destination node. We also define the auerage transfer

cycle ti,me, 4.a'sfe., as the average time elapsed for a transfer cycle.

Analysis of &"r*"

Flom the definition of the sensing cycle, &.r,"" is calculated as the inverse of

Tr"o"". As described in Section 2.3.2, the average sensing cycle time of a mobile

node that performs sensing operation in T;, 4"o""n, is derived by the following

formula:

57

‰ =κ二ヵ暑くLノ )

孔 q+か

聰嘘=二暑理…

(3.1)

Moreover, the average sensing cycle time in the whole region, 4u.,"", is derived by

the following formula:

(3.2)

After fixed node i accumulates data, it starts a data transmission. During the

data transmission, the mobile nodes which construct the communication route

cannot perform the sensing operation. Thus, we should consider the frequency

of data transmissions, -R"or2", and the number of mobile nodes used for data

transmission.
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Let us define the average number of free nodes, lff.u", that are not used for

data transmission in a unit time. Then, R""or" is represented by using the ratio

of free nodes to all mobile nodes per one average sensing cycle time, that is,

.ly'ftss c&n be represented by using the required number of mobile nodes to

construct a communication route, -|y'.*, and the frequency of data transmission,

R ou1", that is,

民me=撫・未・

S、 = ハЪov― Σ  (Rroutet・
ハ詭q。 ).

t∈ SF

Therefore,鳥 ense iS represented by the following formula:

(島。鵬et・ 馬 qt)凡̈e=轟 (―墾
).

(3.3)

(3.4)

ⅣЪov
(3.つ

In the above formulae, ly'.uqn is represented by lL; - Lollr"o where La is the

location of the destination node of the data transmission.

The frequency of route constructions in fixed node 'i, R oot.n, is the ratio

of times elapsed for data transmissiotr, Ii.*"*it' to the average transfer cycle

time, ft.urrsf..a, that isr flransmito/Ttu,'"f.ro.4..rsfur; is the sum of times elapsed for

accumulating data, Tu..n, and data transmission. Tu"n is derived by using the

required number of times that fixed node i connects to mobile nodes which holds

data, and the average time for each mobile node to connect to fixed node i, Q.,"n.

The former is represented as ThlD. The latter is represented as the product

of average sensing cycle time and the inverse of the number of mobile nodes

that exist in this territory. Here, mobile nodes in DATFM selects a territory to

perform sensing according to the probability which is proportional to the size of

each territory. Thus, it is expected that there are -|y'-o,,' lTnl/S'"ri.,' mobile nodes

in T6. Therefore, Q""o is represented by the following formula:

Tん Tん 島e」。n・ 民enset
(3.6)略 ct= ぢ・吼五= D  馬 1。v・ IT二 |

flransmitl is the total time from when fixed node 'i starts data transmission

until the accumulated data are transferred to the destination. Here, we define

the round as a sequence of operations in a data transmission, that is, the train
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departs from the source node, moves to the destination, transmits data, and

returns to the source node. We assume that the first round is conducted by the

train that contains one mobile node. The elapsed time for this round, 4rainlr,

becomes 2.(lLu-Ltl-2.r"o )f u,, The number of mobile nodes which newly

connect to fixed node i during this round, A4..ioir, is Zi.ui'n, /Tuu.n. Thus, in the

second round, the train transmission is conducted by A[..ior, * 1 mobile nodes.

The elapsed time for this round is represented by the following formula:
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In the same way, the elapsed time for N-th round, 4."i'nr, is represented by the

following formula:

TtrintN =
2・ (ILを 一LJI二 rcom。 (2+ハЪainⅣ _1)

= 4Ⅳ
~1・ Ttrdntl.              (3.8)

Therefore,when a data transmission is conducted by Ⅳ rounds,■ ransm比 をiS de―

rived by the following formula:

Ttransmitt = Ttrdntl十 TtrdL2+…・十TtrinoN

=Ttrdn.1+ス ・Ttrdntl+…・十五N~1・
Ttrdntl

(1-ス
N~1)・

Ttrdnt

吟

(3.7)

0・ 9)

●・10

(1-ス )

Here, since the required time for transferring data between connected nodes is

much smaller than that for moving between fixed nodes, we neglect the time

elapsed for transferring data afber constructed the complete communication route.

Thus, we suppos€ Tiransmitr is equal to the time after starting the first round until

the communication route is constructed. Here, as shown in Formula (3.7), A is

smaller than 1. In addition, since we assume a sparse environment, .ly' tends to

be large. Thus, we assume that AN-1 p 0 and ?iransmiti can be represented by

the following formula:

TtrdL ・眸・aense。 ・島e」onЪ椰軋%鴇 =
2・ rcom・ 鴫 。v。 ITづ |
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Flom the above discussions, ftroute,i is represented by the following formula:

Rroute・  =
讐・墨鸞景ギ鴨琴望十壁凱需議鳴計

(Ttrdntl・ 均)十 (2・ rcom
0・ 11)

3.2.2 Guideline for Deploying Fixed Node

It is impossible to derive the optimal locations of fixed nodes directly from the

result of the analysis, i.e. Formula (3.5). This is because the aim of the analysis

of the sensing rate, R"",r"" itself is not to derive the optimal locations of fixed

nodes but to derive the effects of the locations of fixed nodes. Thus, the formulae

in the analysis are based not only on the locations of fixed nodes but on other

parameters that indirectly depend on the locations of fixed nodes. Specifically,

some given parameters for the analysis such as T; and di depend on the locations

of fixed nodes. In addition, the distance between fixed nodes, lLn - Lil, appears

in the result of the analysis. This value also indirectly depends on the locations

of fixed nodes.

Thus, we firstly extracted the abstract guidelines from the result of the anal-

ysis in order to make it easier to determine the locations of fixed nodes.

Ftom Formula (3.5), we can see that &"r*" depends on the total of required

numbers of mobile nodes to construct a communication route,Σ 嵩 馬eq・ ,and

the average sensing cycle time, Tru*".

First, from Formulae (3.1) and (3.2), T,"*" is represented by the following

formula:

動
一Ｄ

‰ =轡暑卍甥型
十九・最

。Lノ )+略T (3.12)

This formula indicates that, Tr"r,". depends on the average distance between Ll

and da, aue(lLi - drl), the size of each territory, lT;1, and the distance between

fixed nodes, ll:r _ L^. The smaller these parameters are, the smaller ["o". be-

comes.
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First,in order to decrease αυc(ILt― dtl),We suppOSe that,the location of a

flxed node should be the center of the corresponding territory.

Next,we discuss the way to minimize the value of Σ嵩 (ITじ |・
αυc(ILを 一dづ |)).

Since αυc(ILを 一dtl)dependS On lTこ |,We can regard αυθ(ILづ ―dを |)as a function

Of lTol・ Here,We regard α υ θ (ILじ 一 dづ |)as a prOpOrtional to lT二 l fOr Simplicity.

Thus,Ⅵ  can express the value as Σ嵩 (β lTc12).In Order to millimize this value,

we dscuss the partial dttrettittbn of Σ告 ITこ 12 with respect to lTcl・ First,we

dittrentiate partially with respect to lTol.

為 卦
叩 =為 側 阿 岬 一 刊 T鴫力 ・ は り

Here,since lTづ l can be expressed as島∝bn一 Σ翼島,ブ≠をIT′ |,the partial difFerenti―

ation of lT。 12 can be expressed as 2。 (島e」。n― Σ撫 ,′ヵ lT′ |)・
Therefore,

論 言
(陽 陶 =r。 |_(鴫 一 ⇒・島 む m十 (鴫 ― ⇒ ・

「

ol

十(銑x-2)。 島e」。n

= AЪご ITol一 島e」。n.

In order to minimize this value,IT。 I ShOuld be sЮ Jon/」叫破・ In the same wり,We

can deriК ITづ l fOr allづ ={0,1,… 。,Aは }as the Same value tte」 。n/劇ぃ Therefore,

considering when the location of a fixed node is the center of the corresponding

territory,we can derive the guideline:

Guideline l: Tん θごづsιαηcc bθιυccη f″θごηοαcs οη caCん COππ%ηづcαιづοηつりυιθ

αηα ιんθ ιθ,7づ ιθ貿ノStZC 9ノ θαcん f″θα ηθαθ SんουJご ろθ υ中 卿η .

Next,h order to decrette Σtt Σttb,ぃ ILづ ― Lた |,the dStance between伝 ed

nodes should be small. This terln represents the moving distance of a mobile

node from the connected■ xed node to the■xed node that has charge ofthe next

sensing poillt. Since each mobile node in DATFⅣ I goes through the■ xed nodes

Of attacent territories until arriving the territory which contains the next sensing

point,we can derive the following guideline:

Guideline 2:Tんθ ιοιαJ Jcηメんげπουれg pαιんsげ ποbづ Jθ ηθごcs bθιυθθη αJJ Pαを%

げルθごηοαθS Sんοz:ご ろθ sπαJl

Next,we dscuss the relttbn between凡 1～ and Σtt Rrout%・ 馬eqダ ■Om

Formula(3.4),the ratio of free nodes to all mobile nodes is represented by the
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following formula:
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撫 =1-2醤器五・ 0.10

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.10

When this value becomes lower than zero, all mobile nodes cannot perform sensing

operations, and thus, the network does not work. Therefore, the value must be

larger than zero. Here, in the data transmission from fixed node z to j, lLi -Lil,
can be expressed as (AL"qn * 1) .r"o-. Therefore, from Formula (3.12) we can

derive the following formula:

臨 =     π
鰊

・ Oη

Thus,

Σ RrOutQ・ 馬e%=Σ
う=0                 を=0

Here, if Guideline 1 is satisfied, ly'."qn becomes uniform among all i-s. Thus,

Σ ttout%・ 馬eq・ =
t=0

In order for .1y'6""/.1y'-o.n to be larger than zero'

馬ァしωe>

A亀故
。N■eq`

NLqを 十子
・

岬
<馬q<岬 ・

G.ThI(P: 
V 

N?no,.*4.N6*.N*ou. D,

Let us define the right-hand-side term in Formula (3.19) as -ly'*.,.. Flom the above

formula, we can derive the guideline:

Guideline 3: The requi,red number of mobi,le nodes to constr-uct the commun'ica-

tion route from each fired node should be smaller than N^u,.

However, if we follow Guidelines 2 and 3, most fixed nodes are deployed

near the sink node. This may violate Guideline 1. Therefore, we should set

the following guideline in order to suppress such an undesirable increase of the

difference of territorv sizes:
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Guideline 4: Some fired nodes should be deployed at locations whi,ch are far
from the si,nk node wi,th hi,gh priori,ty.

Ftom the analysis, we can see that some guidelines can be derived intuitively

from the results of the analysis. For example, Formula (3.12), which derives the

average sensing cycle time, Tr"r.", includes the distance between fixed nodes, i.e.

lLn-Lil. Thus, rfi/e can see that T""*u becomes smaller by reducing the value

lL. - Lil. This idea corresponds to Guideline 2. In addition, from Formula

(3.15), we can see that the distance of the route from each fixed node should be

small in order to improve the efficiency of data transmission processes. This idea

corresponds to Guideline 3. Although this guideline is intuitive, it derives the

specific value ly'-r* that indicates the upper limit of the distance between fixed

nodes in order for the network to work. Thus, the strategy adopts this value for

determining the locations of fixed nodes. This value is an important parameter

that can be derived only from the analysis.

On the other hand, other guidelines, i.e. Guidelines 1 and 4, cannot be in-

tuitively derived because they do not follow the above discussion. For example,

we derive Guideline | (The distance between fired nodes on each commun'icati,on

route and the territory size of each fi,red node should be un'iform) by the partial

differentiation shown in Formula (3.13). This guideline indicates that the perfor-

mance is improved not only by reducing the distances between fixed nodes, but

also by uniforming the territory size and the moving distance in each territory.

In addition, Guideline 4 also cannot be intuitively derived because this is derived

to avoid the violation of Guideline 1 due to (intuitive) Guidelines 2 and 3.

3.2.3 Strategy for Deploying Fixed Nodes

Based on the above guidelines, we devise the following strategy for deploying

fixed nodes. Note that we design the strategy assuming the rectangular region

with the sink node deployed at a corner of the region. Let us use an example

where 6 fixed nodes (including the sink node) and 40 mobile nodes are deployed

in 2,100[m]x2,100[m] flatland, and the communication range is 100 [m] for ex-

plaining the strategy.

The strategy for deploying fixed nodes in DATFM/DF is divided into two
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steps, determining the pattern of deployment, and adjusting the distance between

all pairs of fixed nodes in the determined pattern.

Determining pattern of deployment

First, DATFM/DF determines the pattern of deployment based on Guidelines 1

and 2. Here, Guideline 2 only considers the moving distance between neighboring

territories in a sensing cycle. On the other hand, Guideline 1 considers not only

the moving distance between territories but also that in each territory and the

efficiency of data transmission processes. Therefore, if we apply Guideline 2 prior

to Guideline 1, the performances of operations that Guideline 1 considers may

deteriorate. Thus, DATFM/DF first derives multiple candidates of deployment

patterns considering Guideline 1 and selects the one considering Guideline 2.

1. Draw the line from the sink node to the farthest point. Let us define the

length of the line as .L. Next, calculate the ideal length of the communica-

tion route I by the following formulae:

締 =摯ケ
ι = 2・ (3.20)

In the above formulae, we assume the shape of each territory as a circle

for simplicity. This formula indicates that all regions have the same size

(S."ei."/l/fi*) (from Guideline 1). Next, calculate the required number of

fixed nodes in order to deploy a fixed node at the farthest point from the

sink node when the distance between fixed nodes is set as I (as shown in

Figure 3.1). We define this value as ly'Loo. In the example, -L becomes

2,9701m1(: 2100 . rt) and,l becomes 970[m] (:2 ' tlrQl\T" 1"4. Thus,

凡。p%3(2970/970).

Divide the region illto ttop+l ZOnes as shown in Figure 3.2.Then,calcu―

late the number of flxed node depl(ved in zone t, S_。 net,according to the

following formula:

‰ =臨・黒l o.21)
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Figure 3.1: Calculate ly'1,oo. Figure 3.2: Divide the region.

lzll is the size of zone 'i. In the example, the region is divided into four

zones, Ze, Za, Zs and Zp whose sizes are respectively 0.0625112,0.5tr12,

rl2, andI.5rI2. Since the number of fixed nodes is 6, the number of fixed

nodes deployed in each zone respectively becomes 1 (: f6 . 0.0625/3.06251),

1 (: [6 .0.513.06251),2 (: [6 -113.0625]) and 3 (: f6 . 1.5/3.06251).

Make all patterns of deployment that satisfy the following conditions:

o The distance between adjacent fixed nodes is uniform.

o The required number of the routes for each fixed node to transfer its

holding data to the sink node (we define this value as the hop-count)

is equal to or more than .ly'5oo.

o The number of fixed nodes in each zone i, is equal to or less than ly'roo"n

calculated in the previous step.

Figure 3.3 shows the patterns of deployment that satisfy the above condi-

tions in the exampie. In this figure, the distance between adjacent fixed

nodes is expressed as K.

Calculate the total length of moving paths of mobile nodes between all pairs
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κ

Total lgngth =

(b)(a)

Total ftngth - 5
" 

Total

(d) (e)

Figure 3.3: Deployment patterns.

of fixed nodes. For example in Figure 3.3(a), the lengths of moving paths

between all pairs of fixed nodes become as shown in Table 3.2. Thus, the

total length in this pattern becomes 50K. Afber that, select the pattern

with the minimum length as the initiat deployment pattern (from Guideline

2). In the example, Figure 3.3(a) is adopted as the initial pattern.

Adjusting distance between fixed nodes

Next, DATFM/DF adjusts the distance between all pairs of fixed nodes in the

determined pattern.

5. Derive the optimal distance between adjacent fixed nodes in order to deploy

K

Total l螂

瞑、、ゴ
ヽヽヽ・，̈
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Table 3.2: Lengths of moving paths in Figure 3.3(a).

some fixed nodes far from the sink node (from Guideline 4). First, fixed

nodes with the maximum hop-count are deployed at the farthest points

from the sink node. Thus, we adjust the distance between adjacent fixed

nodes according to the maximum hopcount. Specifically, when the distance

between adjacent fixed nodes and the maximum hopcount are respectively

defined as lool and f/^^,*, the distance between the sink node and fixed nodes

with the maximum hop-count becomes H^o.loo1. Here, when this value

is too large, some fixed nodes may located outside of the target region. To

avoid such situation, we introduce the distance between the sink node and

the nearest corner of the region, .L*6. Specifically, we set lool in order for

the territory of a fixed node with the maximum hop-count to be located

within the range of tr*1 from the sink node (see Figure 3.4). When we

assume that the location of a fixed node is the center of the corresponding

territory and that the shape of each territory becomes a circle for simplicity,

the distance between a fixed node and the boundary of its territory becomes

2llorr. Based on this discussion, lopl is calculated by the following formula:

ιopt  =  2・
五min

(3.22)
(2・ ЛЪ欲+1)・

In the example, since f1-.. is 3 and tr-6 is 2,100,1oo1 becomes 600[m] (:
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Sink κ(Sink→ ス) 2κ(Sink→ И

→ 3)

2κ (Sink→ ス

→ 0)

3K(Sink→ ス

→ B→ D)

3κ(Sink→ И

→ σ → E)

ス κ (■ → Sink) K(ス → 3) κ (■ → σ) 2κ(A→ B
→ D)

2κ (■ → 0
→ E)

B 2κ(B→ И

→ Sink)

κ (3→ ス
) κ(B→ 0) K(B→ D) 2κ(B→ D

→ E)

θ 2κ (σ → ス

ー,Sink)

K(σ → ス) κ (σ → 3) 2K(0→ B
→ D)

K(ο → E)

D 3K(D→ B
→ A→ sink)

2K(D→ B
→ ス)

κ(D→ 3) 2K(D→ B
→ 0)

K(D→ E)

E 3κ(F→ 0
→ ス → sink)

2K(E→ σ

→ A)

2κ(E→ σ

→ 3)

K(E→ σ) K(E→ D)

2・ 2100/(2・ 3+1)).
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Figure 3.4: Adjust the distance. Figure 3.5: Deployment of fixed node.

Derive the maximum distance between adjacent fixed nodes as l-u,. accord-

ing to the following formula (from Guideline 3):

l-u* : -ly'-rr..r"orr.. (3.23)

Next, compare l-ur" with l6p1 and adopt the smaller one as distance between

adjacent fixed nodes lu6. In the example, when fhlD is 30, l,r'ur. becomes

2000[m] (: ((40+/1600T12000)/10)' 100: see Formula (3.1e)). Thus, l"s

becomes /oo1, which is smaller than l*ur..

7. Finally, adjust the locations of fixed nodes. Specifically, adjust the distance

between adjacent fixed nodes to lu6 while keeping the shape of deployment

pattern selected in step (a). In the example, since 1"6 is 600[m] (calculated

in step (5)), the deployment becomes as shown in Figure 3.5.

As described in Section 3.2.2, when the condition of Guideline 3 is not satis-

fied, the network does not work. On the other hand, Guideline 4 is derived for

preventing the violation of Guideline 1 due to Guidelines 2 and 3. Thus, the im-

portance of Guideline 4 becomes lower compared with Guideline 3. In the above

strategy, /-ur. and l6p1 or€ calculated respectively based on Guidelines 3 and 4.
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According to Guideline 3, the distance between fixed nodes should be smaller

than /,rru,. in order for the network to work. On the other hand, according to

Guideline 4, the distance should be at least lool in order to avoid the violation

of Guideline 1. Thus, the strategy adopts the smaller one among l-r,. and lool

as the distance between adjacent fixed nodes 1"6 in order for /"6 not to be larger

than l*ur..

3.2.4 Verification of the Guidelines

In order to verify the validity of the guidelines, we conduct the simulation ex-

periments. In the experiments, we verify the validities of /*ur. and loo1, which

are respectively derived from Guidelines 3 and 4. The simulation environment is

basically same as that in Section 2.4.1. There are 6 fixed nodes (including the

sink node) which are deployed according to the deployment pattern determined

in the former part of the strategy in Section 3.2.3. On the other hand, 40 mobile

nodes are deployed in the region. Each mobile node moves with velocity of 5[m/s]

in SM and 10[m/s] in TM and CM.In this environment, we change the distance

between adjacent fixed nodes (K in Figure 3.3) and evaluate the throughput,

which is defined as the amount of data that arrive at the sink node in l[sec]. Fig-

ure 3.6 shows the simulation result. Flom this result, the throughput becomes

highest when the distance between fixed nodes equals to lool (: l"n in the strat-

egy). Moreover, when the distance is larger than l-",., the throughput begins to

decrease drastically. This result indicates that the guidelines derived from the

result of the analysis appropriately work in determining the deployment of fixed

nodes.

3.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we show the results of simulation experiments regarding perfor-

mance evaluation of DATFM/DF. In the simulation experiments, we compare

the performances of DAIFM/DF with the following two methods:

o AverageDATFM: The average performances of DATFM in all the pat-

terns of deployment of fixed nodes on the grid whose interval is 350[m].
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Iopt l^*

600
KIml

Figure 3.6: The effects of the distance between fixed nodes.

o Semi-optimal: The performances of DATFM when the throughput is the

largest in all the patterns of deployment of fixed nodes on the grid whose

interval is 350[m].

3.3.1 Simulation Environment

The simulation environment is basically same as that in Section 2.4.I. Each fixed

node starts data transmission process when the amount of the accumulated data

exceeds 1,000[Mbit]. Each mobile node moves with velocity of 5[m/s] in ^9M 
and

10[m/s] in TM and CM.

In this environment, we evaluate the averages of the following three criteria

during 1[week]:

Throughput

The average amount of data that arrive at the sink node per l[sec].

Average moving distance

The average of moving distances of all nodes during the simulation period.
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Figure 3.7: The locations of fixed nodes in DATFM/DF.

o Average delay

The average of the elapsed time after data are acquired (sensed) until the

data arrive at the sink node.

3.3.2 Locations of Fixed Nodes

Figure 3.7 shows the locations of fixed nodes in DATFM/DF changing parameter

l/6.. Fbom this figure, we can see that the size of each territory becomes uniform

while keeping the distances between adjacent fixed nodes uniform, especially when

the number of fixed nodes is large. This indicates that DATFM/DF appropriately

deploys fixed nodes based on the guidelines described in Section 3.2.2.
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78
Number of fixed nodes

Figure 3.8: l/6" and throughput.

3.3.3 Effects of the Number of Fixed Nodes

Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 show the simulation results changing parameter .0y'6.*.

The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of fixed nodes l/6*. The

vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 3.8, average moving distance in Figure

3.9, and average delay in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.8 shows that the throughput in DATFM/DF is always larger than

that in AverageDATFM, and almost same as (sometimes larger than) that in

semi-optimal deployment. In addition, the throughput in DATFM/DF becomes

larger than that in UM-controlled (see Figure 2.L2) although the total number

of mobile sensors in DATFM/DF is smaller than that in UM-controlled. This

indicates that the strategy in DATFM/DF is effective to improve the efficiencies

of sensing and data transfer. Throughputs in all methods slightly increase as

the number of fixed nodes increases. This is because the increase of fixed nodes

makes the average distance between fixed nodes smaller, and thus, it becomes

easier for each mobile nodes to connect to fixed nodes.

Figure 3.9 shows that the moving distance in DATFM/DF is slightly smaller

than those in semi-optimal deployment and AverageDAIFM. This is because the

strategy in DATFM/DF aims to reduce the average distance between fixed nodes.
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Figure 3.9: N6,. and average moving distance.

7          8
Nmber offlxed nodes

Figure 3.10: N6r. and average delay.

Figure 3.10 shows that the delays in DATFM/DF is always smaller than that

in AverageDATFM. This result shows that the strategy in DATFM/DF improves

the efficiencies of data accumulation and transmission. Moreover, delays in all

methods become larger as the number of fixed nodes increases. This is because

the larger the number of fixed nodes is, the lower the frequency for each fixed
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25      30      35      40
Number ofmobile nodes

Figure 3.11: S、clv and throughput.

node to connect with mobiie nodes. As a result, the time for accumulating data

increases in each fixed node.

3.3.4 Effects of the Number of Mobile Nodes

Figures 3.IL,3.L2, and 3.13 show the simulation results changing parameter N-o'.

The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of mobile nodes ly'o'o.,.

The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 3.11, average moving distance

in Figure 3.12, and average delay in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.11 shows that the throughput in DATFM/DF is always larger than

that in AverageDATFM. This is due to the same reason as that in Figure 3.8.

Moreover, throughputs in all methods increase as the number of mobile nodes

increases. This is because it becomes easier for each fixed node to collect the

sufficient number of mobile nodes to construct a communication route.

Figure 3.12 shows that the moving distance in DATFM/DF is aiways smaller

than that in AverageDATFM. This is due to the same reason as that in Figure

3.9. Also, the moving distance in DATFM/DF is smaller than that in semi

optimal deployment when the number of mobile nodes is small. This is because

DATFM/DF tries to deplov fixed nodes at the center of territories. This results in
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Figure 3.12: N-o' and average moving distance.

the reduction of the moving distance from fixed node to sensing point. Moreover,

the moving distances in all methods increase as the number of sensor nodes gets

larger. This is because the frequency of data transmissions in each fixed node

increases due to the increase ofthe frequency that a fixed node receives data from

mobile nodes. In such an environment, the movement of mobile nodes for data

transmissions increases.

Figure 3.13 shows that the delay in DATFM/DF is always smaller than that in

AverageDATFM. This is due to the same reason as that in Figure 3.10. Moreover,

delays in all methods decrease as the number of sensor nodes gets larger. This

is because the times elapsed for accumulating data in each fixed node (7"""0)

decreases.

3.4 Discussion

Fbom the results of the simulation experiments, we can see that DATFM/DF de-

ploys fixed nodes to appropriate locations to achieve high throughput. However,

the deployment in DATFM/DF is not the optimal since the strategy is designed

by simple guidelines considering the sensing rate. This is because it is very diffi-

cult to find the optimal deployment to maximize the sensing rate. For example,
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Figure 3.13: .ly'-o.,, and average delay.

to derive the semi-optimal deployment with 7 fixed nodes, we have evaluated

throughputs in more than 3,000,000 patterns. When the numbers of fixed nodes

and mobile nodes become larger, the number of trials becomes much larger. On

the other hand, DATFM/DF can derive the deployment which achieves good

performance without such trials. In addition, DATFM/DF can work in an envi-

ronment where the number of nodes dynamically changes.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed an effective deployment strategy for fixed

nodes, named DATFM/DF, to further improve the effi.ciencies of sensing and

data transfer. DATFM/DF focuses on the locations of fixed nodes in DATFM

which was proposed in Chapter 2. First, we analyzed the effects of the locations of

fixed nodes on the performance. Based on the result of the analysis, we derived

the guidelines for deploying fixed nodes in order to achieve high sensing rate,

8""r,"". After that, we proposed a deliberate deployment strategy based on the

derived guidelines,

We have also conducted the simulation experiments to evaluate the perfor-
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mance of DATFM/DF. The results show that DATFM/DF improves the perfor-

mance of DATFM by introducing the deployment strategy described in Section

3.2.3.





Chapter 4

Adjustment the Number of
Nodes for EIncient Data

Collection in Sparse Sensor

Networks

4.L Introduction

In DATFM, mobile nodes move around the whole region in order to acquire data

in the whole region. By doing so, the whole region can be monitored even when

some mobile nodes become unavailable due to the battery exhaustion or physical

damages. However, in some environments where mobile nodes with much higher

durability are deployed, the moving distances of mobile nodes can be suppressed,

which can further improve the efficiency of sensing in DATFM.

In this chapter, we propose another extended method of DATFM, named

DATFM/DA (DATFM with Deployment Adjusting) in order to alleviate the

increase of moving distance of mobile nodes. Unlike DATFM/DF proposed in

Chapter 3, This method focuses on the sensing operations of mobile nodes.

As described in Section 2.3.1, each mobile node in DATFM selects a territory

to perform sensing according to the probability which is proportional to the size of

each territory. However, the moving distance for performing a sensing operation
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increases when a mobile node selects a territory which is far from its current

location. This causes the decrease in the frequency of sensing operations, and

thus, the efficiencies of sensing and data transfer become low. To alieviate the

increase of moving distance, DATFM/DA statically assigns a territory for each

mobile node. Specifically, each mobile node performs sensing operations only

in its assigned territory. Moreover, when a fixed node starts data transmission,

it constructs the communication route only using mobile nodes deployed in its

territory. Thus, DATFM/DA does not use the collection of mobile nodes by a

mobile node in CM, described in Section 2.3.2. By doing so, it is expected that

the delay for a data transmission decreases.

For this aim, it is important to determine appropriate number (ratio) of mobile

nodes deployed to each territory. Intuitively, the larger the size of a territory is,

the more mobile nodes should be deployed to the territory. However, since some

mobile nodes have to stop their sensing operations for transferring data in a data

transmission process, the efficiency of sensing deteriorates in a particular territory

where data transmissions frequently occur. For example, fixed nodes near the sink

node receive data accumulated by other fixed nodes far from the sink node, and

thus, frequently perform data transmissions. Therefore, mobile nodes in such

'busy' territories have lower chance to perform sensing operations. Such a skew

of the amount of acquired data cannot be allowed in some applications which

need to acquire data in the whole region uniformly, or those which specify the

required (minimum) amount of acquired data in the entire region. In order to

avoid such a skew, DATFM/DA determines the number of mobile nodes deployed

to each territory considering not only the size of territory but also the frequency

of data transmissions.

Moreover, we discuss the integration of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA in this

chapter. As described above, each of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA focuses on

different aspects of DATFM, that is, locations of fixed nodes and the number

of mobile nodes in each territory, respectively. Thus, further improvement of

efficiencies of sensing and data transfer is expected by considering both of these

aspects together. F\rrthermore, we discuss the cost for deploying fixed and mobile

nodes through the performance evaluation of the integrated method.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we
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present DATFM/DA, which is proposed in this chapter. The results of simulation

experiments are presented in Section 4.3. Next, we propose an integrated method

of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA, and evaluate the performances in Section 4.4.

Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.5.

4.2 DATFM/DA

In this section, we first present the details of moving strategy of mobile nodes

and data transmission in DATFM/DA. After that, we explain the strategy to

determine the number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory.

4.2.1 Sensing Operations of Mobile Nodes

As described above, DATFM/DA statically assigns a territory for each mobile

node. Thus, each mobile node performs sensing operations only in its assigned

territory. Afber performing a sensing operation, a mobile node moves to the fixed

node in its assigned territory, receives the information on the next sensing point

(in the same territory) from the fixed node, and moves to the point. By doing

so, DATFM/DA reduces the moving distances of mobile nodes and improves the

efficiency of sensing.

4.2.2 Data TYansmission

Similar to DATFM, a fixed node starts data transmission to its destination node

when the amount of the accumulated data in its memory exceeds the threshold.

First, the fixed (source) node sends a RCReq to a mobile node that fi.rstly con-

nects to itself. The mobile node which receives the RCReq immediately changes

its mode into TM. Then the source node starts train transmission using the con-

nected mobile node. When another mobile node connects to the source node, the

source node adds the connected node to the train until the complete communi-

cation route is constructed.

Unlike DATFM, DATFM/DA does not collect mobile nodes using a mobile

node in CM. By doing so, the moving distance of the mobile node which firstly
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connects to the source node can be reduced. In addition, this may reduce the

delay for data transmission.

4.2.3 Adjusting the Number of Mobile Nodes

As described in Section 4.1, it is desirable to deploy more mobile nodes in a

territory where data transmissions frequently occur. By doing so, even when some

mobile nodes stop sensing for transferring data in a territory, efficient sensing can

be performed by using the remaining mobile nodes.

In order to determine the number of mobile nodes, we analyze the sensi,ng

rate, R;"n"., and sens'ing amounf,, A""rr", in each territory. The sensing rate in a

territory is defined as the number of sensing operations performed in a unit time.

The sensing amount is defined as the total amount of data acquired in a unit

area in a unit time. After analyzing these two metrics, we propose a strategy to

deploy mobile nodes to each territory.

Assumptions

Before starting the analysis, we show the assumed environment in this section. As

described in Section 4.2.I, in DATFM/DA, each mobile node performs sensing

operations only in its assigned territory. Similar to DATFM/DF described in

Chapter 3, we assume that the parameters in Table 3.1 are given.

Unlike the sens'ing cycle in Sections 2.3.2 and 3.2.L. The sensing cycle in

DATFM/DA includes the operations shown in Figure 4.I, in which a mobile

node departs from the fixed node, moves to the next sensing point, performs a

sensing operation, and returns to the fixed node.

Analysis of &uo"" and ,4"",r""

Unlike DATFM and DATFM/DF, each mobile node in DATFM/DA performs

sensing operation only in its assigned territory. Therefore, the average sensing

cycle time of a mobile node that performs a sensing operation in Ta, 4uo""n,

becomes:

aue(ldi - tnl)
um

民enset = Lcq+2・ (4.1)
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4.2. DATFM/DA

After fixed node i accumulates data, it starts a data transmission. During

the data transmission, mobile nodes which construct the communication route

cannot perform sensing operations. Similar to the analysis in Section 3.2.1, we

consider the frequency of data transmissions, ftroutq, and the number of mobile

nodes used for a data transmission.

Let us define the average number of free nodes, ly'f.""n, that are not used for

data transmission from fixed node i in a unit time. Ther, Rr"*"n is represented

by using the ratio of free nodes to all mobile nodes in one average sensing cycle

time, that is, (Iy'6r""0/N*o,n) . (1/7""*"u).

.A/6".0 c&n be represented by using the required number of mobile nodes to

construct a communication route, Nr"qn, and the frequency of data transmission

from fixed node i, firoute",, that is,

Iffru", : N,,,orn - (R.ort"n .N."oo). (4.2)

Therefore, R"u*", is represented by the following formula:

t _ . ,, _ &""1? ' lf."q,;. 
(4 3)R""'.un : 

G;, ly'movr

Similar to DATFM/DF, &o,rr", is derived by ?i.ur,"mittfTtra sterl &nd 4."r,"fu.i is the
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sum of T*"n and data transmission.

Similar to DATFM f DF , T^.i is derived by Thl D, and ?i,,"n. However, since

DATFM/DA statically determines the number of mobile nodes in each territory,

T.'"n becomes the product of 7."*"n and the inverse of N*o'n. Thus, fl""n becomes:

亀∝・=子・Ъ・=讐・器甘・

On the other hand, flransmiti is derived as Ii..ior, i-T6ui.'n, + .''+ Tftuini*,

similar to DATFM lDF.Tt uinn, becomes the same as that in DATFM/DF, that

is, 2. (lL1 -Lrl-2.r"o,,,) f u,. Next, Tt uini, is represented by the following formula:

Ttr」 n。2 =
かに一嘲一‰ro+鳥義サリ

に。→

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.つ

= A′ 。■rdntl

2七

:争デ1llttL)・

In the same way, the elapsed time for l/-th round, 4.airir, is represented by the

following formula:

2・ (ILt― L′ |一 rcom。 (2+ハ鴨ainN_1)

眸

ノrⅣ -1.ardntl.

眸

(■
′=1-

ardLN =

Therefore, ?iransmitl in DATFM/DA can be represented by the following formula:

.r
r transmltt -

(1-ス
′N~1)。

Ttrdnを

1-ス′

Similar to A in Formula 3.9, we assume that A'N-1 = 0. Thus, flransmita can be

represented by the following formula:

Ъ榔軋 = (4.8)

Here, since the accumulated data are transmitted toward the sink node via

nearby fixed nodes, some fixed nodes receive data accumulated by other fixed

nodes. Such fixed nodes accumulate data faster than others. Thus, data trans-

missions frequently occur in the territories of these fixed nodes, and thus the

sensing data in such territory cannot acquired for a long time. Compared with

DATFM/DF, which the mobile nodes travel around the region and acquires data
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Figure 4.2: N66u of fixed nodes.

throughout the region, this problems becomes seriously. This is because, the mo-

bile nodes moves only in its assigned territory, and the fixed nodes uses only mo-

bile nodes in its territory to transfers data. Base on this discussion, DATFM/DA
consider the effect of the frequency of data transmission when receiving data by

other fixed nodes.

To consider such a skew of frequency of data transmissions, let us define the

number of fixed nodes which transmit data via fixed node i as N6u1un. For example

in Figure 4.2, N6^1u, becomes 5 because fixed node F receives data accumulated

by five fixed nodes {,4, B,C,D,E}. Using ly'd.ruo, we adjust the time elapsed

for accumulating data, Tu""n, and that elapsed for data transmission, 4ransmitl.

Fixed node i receives data accumulated by ly'aut", fixed nodes in addition to that

acquired by mobile nodes in its territory. Thus, we assume that fixed node ,i

accumulates data (Na",r, + 1) times faster than other fixed nodes whose Ndrr"

equals to 0. Thus, we express the time elapsed for accumulating data, 7}" as

T^uol(Na^r" * 1). On the other hand, fixed node i transmits data (Na.r"n * 1)

times larger than other fixed nodes whose -1y'661a €euals to 0. Thus, we express

the time elapsed for data transmission ({.u,rr*,*n) ut (Naur.n + 1) .4ransmiti. Fbom
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the above discussion,RЮ utet iS represented by the fo1lowing formula:

(氏itta五 十 1)・ Ttransmttt

((境ata.+1)。 ■ra“m比。)十 俊瓦措通年可)

Finally, the total amount of data acquired in Ta in a unit time is derived by

R""r""n.l[*orn. Consequently, the sensing amount in T1, A"ur,""n is represented by

the following formula:

ムmQ=鳥鄭ヴ粁・
=百ごγ≒蓮箕耳(一  >

硫 = (4.9)

(4.10)

Strategy to deploy mobile nodes

Using the result of the analysis, DATFM/DA deploys mobile nodes to each ter-

ritory. First, DATFM/DA deploys one mobile node to each territory. This is

because, when no mobile nodes are deployed in a territory, the territory cannot

be monitored. After that, DATFM/DA deploys remaining mobile nodes one by

one according to the requirement specified by the application. In this section, we

deploy mobile nodes by the following steps assuming an application that monitors

the whole region uniformly:

1. Calculat€ A""o"" of each territory by using formula (4.10).

2. Add one mobile node to the territory with the lowest Ar"o"" among all

territories.

3. Repeat step 2 until all mobile nodes are deployed.

By doing so, DATFM fDA can achieve higher sensing amount even in a terri-

tory where data transmissions frequently occur.

4.2.4 Validation of the Analysis

In order to verify the validity of the analysis, we conduct the simulation ex-

periments. In the experiments, we compare A."o"" in each territory with that

calculated in the analysis. The simulation environment is basically same as that
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(a) Analysis. (b) Simulation.

Figure 4.4: Ar"n"" in each territory.

in Section 3.3.1. There are 11 fixed nodes (including the sink node) which are de-

ployed randomly in the region. On the other hand, 40 mobile nodes are deployed

in each territory according to the strategy in Section 4.2.3. Figure 4.3 shows the
divided territories and the number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory.

Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of Ar"nr". Fbom this result, we carr see that
the simulation resuit shows the same tendency as the result of the analysis. This
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indicates that the result of the analysis appropriately works for determining the

number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory.

4,3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we show the results of simulation experiments regarding perfor-

mance evaluation of DATFM/DA. In the simulation experiments, we assume an

application that aims to monitor the whole region uniformly. We compare the

performances of DATFM/DA with the following two methods:

o DATFM-w/oDA: A mobile sensor control method we have proposed in

Chapter 2. In this method, each mobile node randomly selects the next

sensing point (territory to perform sensing) from the whole region. By

comparing performance of this method with those in DATFM/DA and

DATFM-area, we verify the effectiveness of the statical territory assign-

ment for each mobile node.

o DATFM-area: The number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory is

determined only based on the size of territories. Specificaliy, the number

of mobile nodes assigned to Ti is set as [.|y',,'o,o 
.Tt,lS,.eion]. The behavior

of each node is same as that in DATFM/DA. By comparing performance

of this method with that in DATFM/DA, we verify the effectiveness of the

adjustment of the number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory.

4.3.L Simulation Environment

The simulation environment is the same as that in Section 3.3.1. The fixed nodes

in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area are deployed to the same locations of fixed

nodes in DATFM-w/oDA.

In this environment, we run 100 simulations each of which consists of 1[week]

changing the locations of fixed nodes, and evaluate the averages of the following

three criteria:

o Throughput

The average amount of data that arrive at the sink node per l[sec].
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DATFM-w/oDA DATFM-area DATFM/DA

(l/n* : 10, -^y'-o., : 40).Figure 4.5: Distribution of the average throughput

Average moving distance

The average of moving distances of all nodes during the simulation period.

o Average delay

The average of the elapsed time after data are acquired (sensed) until the

data arrive at the sink node.

4.3.2 Comparison of Throughput

Since we assume an application that aims to monitor the whole region uniformly
in this experiment, we first compared the amount of acquired data in the re-

gion among DATFM/DA, DATFM-w/oDA, and DATFM-area, in order to verify

the effectiveness of the strategy to deploy mobile nodes in DATFM/DA. In the

experiment, we set 1y'6* and ly',r.o,n as 10 and 40, respectively.

Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of the average throughput in the whole

region (The dark blue square shows the sink node). Flom the results, throughputs

in DATFM-area and DATFM/DA become much larger than that in DATFM-

w/oDA. This is due to the reduction of moving distance of each mobile node for

a sensing operation. On the other hand, we can see the skew of throughput in
DATFM/DA and DATFM-area. Especially, the skew of throughput in DATFM-

area is larger than that in DATFM/DA. This is because DATFM-area deploys

mobile nodes considering only the size of each territory. Thus, the throughput in
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Figure 4.6: The average throughput in each simulation.

the territory where fixed nodes frequently transfer data (e.g. the centrai part of

the region) becomes small.

Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show the average, maximum, and minimum through-

put among the whoie region in each simulation. In these figures, the horizontal

axis on all graphs indicates the simulation ID which is sorted by the average

throughput in DATFM/DA. The vertical axis indicates the average throughput

in Figure 4.6, the maximum throughput in Figure 4.7, and the minimum through-

put in Figure 4.8.

FYom these results, we can see that the throughput in DATFM/DA is always

larger than that in DATFM-w/oDA. The maximum throughput in DATFM-area

is larger than (sometimes same as) that in DATFM/DA. However, the minimum

throughput in DATFM-area is smaller than that in DATFM/DA, and is some-

times smaller than that in DATFM-w/oDA. On the other hand, DATFM/DA

achieves the largest minimum throughput whiie achieving almost the same aver-

age throughput as that in DATFM-area.

This result shows that DATFM/DA can achieve effective sensing and data

transfer in the whoie resion.
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40
Simulation ID

100

Figure 4.7: The maximum throughput in each simulation.

40         60
Simulation ID

100

Figure 4.8: The minimum throughput in each simulation.

4.3.3 Effects of the Number of Fixed Nodes

Figures 4.9, 4.I0, and 4.12 show the simulation results when changing parameter

l/6*. The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of fixed nodes 1y'6*.

The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 4.9, average moving distance in
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Figure 4.9: l/6" and throughput.

Figure 4.10, and average delay in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.9 shows that the average throughput in DATFM/DA is always larger

than that in DATFM-w/oDA. In addition, the average throughput in DATFM/DA

is aimost same as that in DATFM-area. This is due to the same reasons described

in Section 4.3.2. Note that the minimum throughput in DATFM/DA always be-

comes larger than that in DATFM-area.

Figure 4.10 shows that the average moving distances in DATFM/DA and

DATFM-area are slightly larger than that in DATFM-w/oDA although these

methods are designed to reduce moving distances of mobile nodes. As shown

in Figures 4.5 and 4.9, DATFM/DA and DATFM-area achieves higher through-

put than that in DATFM-w/oDA. This indicates that a large amount of data

are quickly accumulated in each fixed node, and thus, data transmissions fre-

quently occur. Thus, the average moving distances in these methods become

much larger than that in DATFM-w/oDA due to the frequent data transmis-

sions. In order to validate this discussion, we illustrate the detail of the moving

distance in Figure 4.11. In this figure, the horizontal axis on all graphs indicates

the number of fixed nodes l/6.. The vertical axis indicates the average moving

distance for sensing operations in Figure 4.11(a), and that for data transmissions

in Figure 4.11(b). Figure a.11(a) shows that the moving distances for sens-
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Figure 4.10: Nn* and average moving distance.

ing operations in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area are always smaller than that

in DATFM-w/oDA. This results in the increase of throughput. On the other

hand, Figure 4.11(b) shows that the moving distances for data transmissions in

DATFM/DA and DATFM-area are always larger than that in DATFM-w/oDA.

This results in the increase of moving distance.

Figure 4.12 shows that the delays in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area are al-

ways smaller than that in DATFM-w loDA. This is due to the decrease in time

elapsed for accumulating data at each fixed node. As the number of fixed nodes

increases, delays in all methods get larger. This is because the larger the number

of fixed nodes is, the lower the frequency for each fixed node to connect with

mobile nodes. As a result, time for accumulating data increases at each fixed

node.

4.3.4 Effects of the Number of Mobile Nodes

Figures 4.I3, 4.74, and 4.16 show the simulation result when changing parameter

N-o.,. The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of fixed nodes ly'r.'o.,.

The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 4.13, average moving distance

in Figure 4.14, and average delay in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.13 shows that the average throughputs in DATFM/DA and DATFM-

10
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(a) Moving dista,nce for sensing operations.
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Figure 4。 11:Ⅳ晨 and details of average moving distance.

area a,re always larger than that in DATFM-w/oDA. This is due to the same

reason as that in Figure 4.9. Moreover, the average throughput in all methods

increases as the number of mobile nodes increases. This is obvious because more
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sensing operations are performed with a larger number of mobile nodes. In addi-

tion, it becomes easier for each fixed node to collect mobile nodes for transferring

the accumulated data.

Figure 4.14 shows that the moving distances in DATFM/DA and DAIFM-

area a,re larger than that in DATFM-w/oDA when the number of mobile nodes is
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Figure 4.74: N^ou and average moving distance.

small. This is due to the same reason as that in Figure 4.10. However, the mov-

ing distances in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area is smaller than that in DATFM-

w/oDA when the number of mobile nodes is large. To investigate the reason, we

illustrate the detail of moving distance in Figures 4.15. In this figure, the horizon-

tal axis on all graphs indicates the number of mobile nodes N*o'. The vertical axis

indicates the average moving distance for sensing operations in Figure 4.15(a),

and that for data transmissions in Figure 4.15(b). Figure 4.15(a) shows that

the moving distances for sensing operations in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area

are always smaller than that in DATFM-w/oDA. This is due to the same reason

as that in Fig.4.11(a). On the other hand, Figure 4.15(b) shows that the mov-

ing distances for data transmissions in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area decrease

more drastically than that in DATFM-w/oDA when the number of mobile nodes

increases. This is because it becomes easier for each fixed node to construct a

complete communication route to its destination when there are many mobile

nodes in its territory. In this case, the moving distance for train transmissions

becomes smalier.

Figure 4.16 shows that the delays in DATFM/DA and DATFM-area are al-

ways smaller than that in DATFM-w/oDA. This is due to the same reason as

that in Figure 4.12. Moreover, delays in all methods decrease as the number of
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Figure 4.15: N*o., and details of average moving distance.

mobile nodes increases. This is because time elapsed for accumulating data at

each fixed node decreases.
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Figure 4.16: S、。v and average delayl

4.3.5 Discussion

Flom the results of the simulation experiments, we can see that DATFM/DA

achieves high throughput especiaily when the number of nodes is large. Moreover,

DATFM/DA increases the minimum throughput compared with DATFM-area,

by considering the frequency of data transmissions. However, the difference be-

tween the maximum and the minimum throughput is still large. This is because

DATFM/DA assigns one territory to each mobile node. For example in Figure

4.3, Ar.,r"" in the territory of the sink node becomes quite large although only one

mobile node is deployed. This is because the size of the territory of the sink node

is quite smaller than those of other territories. Such a skew of A"",,"" cannot be

avoided especially when the number of mobile nodes is small. Thus, in order to

apply our method to some applications which need to acquire data in the whole

region uniformly, it is necessary to further extend our method. For example,

it is effective to assign multiple adjacent territories to a mobile node when the

difference of A""rr"" between adjacent territories is large.

In addition, some applications may specify the required (minimum) through-

put in the entire region. In such applications, it is not necessary for all the mobile

nodes to perform sensing operations. For these applications, we can extend our
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strategy to control each mobile node. For example, it might be good to deploy

some mobile nodes only for moving for data transmission.

4.4 Integration of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA

In this section, we present the integration of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA. We

call the integrated method DATFM/DF-DA (DATFM with deliberate Deploy-

ment of Fixed nodes and Deployment Adjusting).

4.4.L Design

DATFM/DF-DA first deploys fixed nodes based on the strategy in DATFM/DF.

After that, DATFM/DF-DA deploys mobile nodes to each territory based on

DATFM/DA. Each mobile node in DATFM/DF-DA behaves as in DATFM/DA.

Specifically, each mobile node performs sensing operations only in its assigned

territory.

Similar to DATFM/DF, we analyze the sensing rate, &.o". of DATFM IDF-
DA, in order to define the strategy to determine the locations of fixed nodes.

However, unlike DATFM/DF, since each mobile node in DATFM/DF-DA moves

only in its assigned territory, it becomes unnecessary to consider the effects of

the distance of moving paths for sensing operations. Thus, Guideline 2 (The total

Iength of moui,ng paths of mobi,le nodes between all pairs of fired nodes should be

small becomes useless in DATFM/DF-DA.

In addition, we consider the effects of data that a fixed node receives from

other fixed nodes, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, and derive another guideline.

Flom Formula (4.3), we can see that ft"",r"n depends on the frequency of data

transmission in territory i. Here, in the data transmission from fixed node i to j,
the distance between fixed nodes i and j , lL -Lil, is expressed as (l/,"qn * 1) .r"o-.

Therefore, from Formula (4.9), we can derive the following formula:

99

(4.11)
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Thus,

Rroutet =
(ノtat鈍 +1)2.ハ愧qt

(穐ata+1)2.馬eqt+讐
Tん

D
= 1-

(蝸atat+1)2.ハЪ%十 子
・

Fhom this formula, we can see that the frequency of data transmissions in T;,

ftroute' decreases when ly'a.t.o becomes smaller. In other words, mobile nodes in

T6 can perform more sensing operations when ly'd.tr" is small. As the result, we

can derive the following guideline:

Guideline 5: -1y'44., should be small for all fi,red nodes.

4.4.2 Strategy for Deploying Fixed Nodes

Based on the above discussion, we devise the following strategy for deploying

fixed nodes in DATFM/DF-DA.

Similar to DATFM/DF, the strategy for deploying fixed nodes in DATFM/DF-

DA is divided into two steps, determining the pattern of deployment, and adjust-

ing the distance between all pairs of fixed nodes in the determined pattern.

Determining pattern of deployment

First, DATFM/DF-DA determines the pattern of deployment based on Guide-

lines 1 and 5. Here, Guideline 5 only considers to improve the efficiency of sensing.

On the other hand, Guideline 1 considers not only to improve the efficiency of data

transfer but also to reduce the moving distance for sensing operations. There-

fore, DATFM/DF-DA first derives multiple candidates of deployment patterns

considering Guideline 1 and selects the one considering Guideline 5.

Here, the procedures 1 to 3 in this step are the same as those in DATFM/DF

since they derived by considering Guideline 1.

1. Draw the line L from the sink node to the farthest point, and calculate the

ideal length of the communication route I by the following formulae:

S."eio, : n .(!_\,
/{n* '2'

(4.12)

ι = 2・ (4.13)
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Next, calculate ly'r,oo in order to deploy a fixed node at the farthest point

from the sink node when the distance between fixed nodes is set as /.

2. Divide the region into ly'1roo * 1 zones. Then, calculate the number of fixed

node deployed in zone i, Nron o, according to the following formula:

101

呪 =陽x・ 暑ト (4.14)

Make all patterns of deployment that satisfy the following conditions:

o The distance between adjacent fixed nodes is uniform.

o The required number of intermediate fixed nodes for each fixed node

to transfer its holding data to the sink node (we define this value as

the hop-count) is equal to or more than AI1,oo.

o The number of fixed nodes in each zone 'i is equal to or less than Alro,,"n

calculated in the previous step.

For example, when the number of fixed nodes (except for the sink node) is

five, five candidates are made as shown in Figure 4.17.

Calculate the total of .1y'4.1* for all fixed nodes. Then, select the pattern

in which the total of .1y'6"6u, is minimum among all patterns as the initial

deployment pattern (from Guideline 5). For example in Figure 4.17, Figure

a.I7(a) is adopted as the initial pattern.

Adjusting distances between fixed nodes

Next, DATFM/DF-DA adjusts the distances between all pairs of fixed nodes

in the determined pattern. Since this step is based on Guidelines 3 and 4, the

procedures in this step are the same as those in DATFM/DF.

4.4.3 Performance Evaluation of DATFM/DF-DA

In this section, we show the results of simulation experiments regarding perfor-

mance evaluation of DATFM/DF-DA. In the simulation experiments, we com-

pare the performances of DATFM/DF-DA with DATFM/DA, DATFM/DF and

DATFM. The simulation environment is the same as that in Section 4.3.1.

3.

4′ .
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(a) (b) (")

(")

Figure 4.17: Deployment patterns.

In this environment, we evaluate the averages of the following three criteria:

o Throughput

The average amount of data that arrive at the sink node per l[sec].

o Average moving distance

The average of moving distances of all nodes during the simulation period.

o Average delay

The average of the elapsed time after data are acquired (sensed) until the

data arrive at the sink node.

Here, in DATFM and DATFM/DA, we ran 100 simulations changing the lo-

(d)
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Figure 4.18: l/6,. and throughput.

cations of fixed nodes which are randomly determined, and evaluated the average

of the above criteria. Moreover, the locations of fixed nodes in DATFM are the

same as those in DATFM/DA.

Effects of the number of fixed nodes

Figures 4.18, 4.I9, and 4.20 show the simulation results when changing parameter

l/6r.. The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of fixed nodes 1y'6..

The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 4.18, average moving distance

in Figure 4.19, and average delay in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.18 shows that the throughput in DATFM/DF-DA is always higher

than those in other methods. This result shows that the combination of DAIFM/DF
and DATFM/DA is effective to further improve the efficiencies of sensing and data

transfer.

Figure 4.19 shows that the moving distance in DATFM/DF-DA is slightly

larger than that in DATFM. This is because mobile nodes in DATFM IDF-
DA behave as in DATFM/DA. However, the increase in the moving distance

in DATFM/DF-DA always smaller than that in DATFM/DA. This is because

the strategy in DATFM/DF-DA aims to reduce the average distance between

fixed node and the sensing points.
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Figure 4.20: N6r. and average delaY.

Figure 4.20 shows that the delay in DATFM/DF-DA is always smaller than

those in other methods. This result indicates that the combination of DAIFM/DF

and DATFM/DA is also effective to reduce the moving distance of mobile nodes.
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Figure 4.21: S、。v and throughput.

Effects of the Number of Mobile Nodes

Figures 4.27, 4.22, and 4.23 show the simulation results when changing parameter

ly'-o.,. The horizontal axis on all graphs indicates the number of fixed nodes N*o''.

The vertical axis indicates throughput in Figure 4.21, average moving distance

in Figure 4.22, and average delay in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.21 shows that the throughput in DATFM/DF-DA is always higher

than those in other methods. This is due to the same reason as that in Fig-

ure 4.18. Moreover, the differences of throughput between DATFM/DF-DA and

other methods increase as the number of mobile nodes gets larger. This is because

in DATFM/DF-DA, each mobile sensor can acquire data more frequently than

other methods, due to the combination of DATFM/DF and DATFM/DA. Specif-

ically, when the number of mobile nodes gets larger, the fixed nodes can finish

data transmission earlier, and thus, mobile nodes can concentrate more on sens-

ing operations. This makes the advantage of acquiring data in DATFM/DF-DA

larger.

Figure 4.22 shows that the moving distance in DATFM/DF-DA shows similar

tendency to that in DATFM/DA. In addition, the moving distance in DATFM IDF-

DA is smaller than that in DATFM/DA. This is due to the same reason as that
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in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.23 shows that the delay in DATFM/DF-DA is always smaller than

those in other methods. This is due to the decrease in time elapsed for accumulat-

ing data at each fixed node by strategically deploying fixed nodes and assigning

a territory to each mobile node.
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4.4.4 Discussion of Cost Constrains

t07

Our proposed methods uses two types of mobile sensors. In a real environment,

the cost of preparing each of fixed and mobile nodes should be different due to

the costs of modules with which each node is equipped. For example, in some

environments where the cost of high-density storage becomes large [7], the cost of

a fixed node becomes higher than that of a mobile node. In addition, in order to

provide reliable communication with multiple mobile nodes, fixed nodes should

be equipped with high-performing communication device. This also increases

the cost of a fixed node. On the other hand, in some other environments where

high-performing actuator for moving is required (e.g. underwater [87]), the cost

of a mobile node becomes higher than that of a fixed node. Moreover, the cost of

deploying fixed nodes also depends on the environment. For example, in planetary

exploration, mobile sensors can be deployed from the air (e.g. spacecraft drops

mobile sensors before landing). In such an environment, the cost of deploying a

fixed node becomes relatively small. On the other hand, in a polluted plant or

building, fixed nodes cannot be deployed from the air. In this case, fixed nodes

have to be equipped with a moving facility. Thus, the cost of deploying a fixed

node becomes very large. Therefore, when the total cost for the entire system

is limited, we should optimize the deployment of fixed and mobile nodes, i.e.,

the ratio of the numbers of fixed and mobile nodes. Here, we define the optimal

ratio as the ratio of the number of mobile nodes to that of fixed nodes when the

throughput becomes the highest under the given cost constraint.

In this subsection, assuming DATFM/DF-DA, we investigate the optimal

ratio through simulation experiments. In the experiments, we prepared four

scenarios in each of which the cost for deploying a fixed node is a) half of, b)

same as, c) two times of, and d) five times of, that for deploying a mobile node.

In addition, we assume several cost constraints for each scenario. Under the given

cost constraint, we derived all patterns of the numbers of fixed and mobile nodes,

and evaluated the throughput for each pattern in the environment in the same

way as that in Section 4.3. Among them, we plotted the pattern of the ratio that

achieved the highest throughput.

Figure 4.24 shows the result. The horizontal axis indicates the number of
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46
Number of fixed nodes

Figure 4.24: The optimal ratio.

fixed nodes. The vertical axis indicates the number of mobile nodes. From this

result, we can derive the optimal ratio in each scenario. For example, when the

cost for deploying a fixed node is same as that for depioying a mobile node, the

optimal ratio becomes 3.71, i.e. ly'-o., should be 3.71 X l/n*. In addition' we can

see that the optimal ratio increases when the cost for deploying fixed node gets

larger. This result indicates that we can decide the numbers of fixed and mobile

nodes when the total cost constraint and the ratio of cost for deploying each node

are given.

4.5 Concluslon

In this chapter, we proposed DATFM/DA, which is an extension of DATFM.

In order to improve the efficiency of sensing, DATFM/DA statically assigns a

territory to each mobile node, i.e., each mobile node performs sensing operations

only in its assigned territory. By doing so, the moving distance of each mobile

node can be suppressed. In addition, DATFM/DA determines the number of

mobile nodes deployed to each territory in order to suppress the skew of sensing

amount in the whole region. We also conducted the simulation experiments to

evaluate the performance of DATFM/DA. The results show that DATFM/DA
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improves the performance by statically assigning a territory to each mobile node,

and adjusting the number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory.

Moreover, we proposed DATFM/DF-DA as an integration of DATFM/DF

and DATFM/DA. We also conducted the simulation experiments to verify that

the integrated method further improves the efficiencies of sensing and data trans-

fer. Furthermore, we discussed the cost for deploying nodes and derived that the

optimal ratio can be determined when the total cost constraint and the ratio of

cost for deploying each of fixed and mobile nodes are given.





Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary of Thesis

In this thesis, we have discussed about mobile sensor control methods in sparse

sensor networks.

In Chapter 1, we presented the importance of mobile sensor networks and

made clear research issues for achieving efficient sensing and data transfer. In

addition, we introduced the related work and discussed the problems of the con-

ventional studies. We also presented the fundamental ideas of our proposed

methods.

In Chapter 2, we proposed a mobile sensor control method DATFM for

spa,rse sensor networks, which is the fundamental method proposed in this thesis.

DATFM uses two types of sensor nodes, fixed node and mobile node, and accumu-

Iates the acquired data on a fixed node before transferring them to the sink node.

In addition, DATFM defines the moving strategy of mobile nodes, that enables

fixed nodes to connect with mobile nodes frequently, and to collect mobile nodes

for transferring the accumulated data toward the sink node. Moreover, DATFM

defines another data transfer strategy using the cooperative movement and com-

munication of mobile nodes in order to transfer data even when a communication

route cannot be constructed. We also conducted the simulation experiments to

evaluate the performance of DATFM. The results showed that DATFM improves

the efficiencies of sensing and data transfer compared with conventional methods.

In Chapter 3, assuming applications where fixed nodes can be deployed any-

１
■
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where in the region, we proposed an extended method of DATFM, named DATFM/DF.

In this method, we first analyzed the effects of the locations of fixed nodes on

the performance. Based on the result of the analysis, DATFM/DF strategically

deploys fixed nodes to further improve the performance. We also conducted the

simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of DAIFM/DF. The results

showed that DATFM/DF improves the performance of DATFM by introducing

the deployment strategy.

In Chapter 4, assuming applications where mobile nodes with higher durabil-

ity can be deployed, we proposed another extended method of DATFM, named

DATFM/DA. DATFM/DA statically assigns a territory for each node in order

to decrease the moving distance of mobile nodes for sensing operations. In ad-

dition, we analyzed the effects of the number of mobile nodes deployed in each

territory on the performance. Based on the result of the analysis, DATFM/DA

adjusts the number of mobile nodes deployed in each territory. We also con-

ducted the simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of DATFM /DA.
The results showed that DATFM/DA improves the performance compared with

DATFM. In this chapter, we also discussed the integration of DATFM/DF and

DATFM/DA. On integrating these two methods, we modified the deployment

strategy defined in DATFM/DF considering the moving strategy of mobile nodes

in DATFM/DA. We also conducted the simulation experiments to evaluate the

performance of the integrated method, named DATFM/DF-DA. The results

showed that DATFM/DF-DA further improves the performances of sensing and

data transfer. F\rrthermore, we discussed the cost for deploying fixed and mobile

nodes.

In summary, our proposed mobile sensor control methods successfully achieve

efficient sensing and data transfer in sparse sensor networks. This achievement is

expected to enlarge the availability of wireless sensor network systems. Therefore,

we believe our work makes a contribution to the development of new services of

wireless sensor networks in the future.

5.2  Future Work

Through this thesis work, we found the following issues open to our future work.
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5.2.L Handling Node Failures

In this thesis, we do not consider the failure of mobile sensors. However, in

hazardous environments, failures of mobile sensors do occur due to the battery

exhaustion or physical damages. Thus, we plan to extend our methods to handle

failures of nodes.

In our methods, the failure of a fixed node has a great impact on the system

performance. This is because data acquired mobile nodes are accumulated and

transferred by fixed nodes. If a fixed node disappears, neither data accumulation

nor data transfer cannot be performed. To handle a disappearance of a fixed

node, some mechanisms are needed to detect a disappearance of a node and

share the information on the disappearance among nodes.

On the other hand, DATFM/DA deploys mobile nodes to each territory in
order to satisfii the required amount of acquired data (i.e. A""n".n). Thus, if
failures of mobile nodes occur, the system fails to satisfy the requirement. To

handle a failure of a mobile node, some mechanisms are needed to detect a failure

and autonomously readjust the number of mobile nodes deployed to each territory.

5.2.2 Applying to Real Environments

As described in Section 1.3, we assumed that there are no obstacles in the region

and the communication ranges of all nodes are the same. Since those assump-

tions are basically not true in real environments, the performance of our proposed

methods may deteriorate. For example, when there are obstacles in an environ-

ment, the moving path of a mobile node between fixed nodes cannot be set as

the straight line. In addition, it becomes difficult to conduct a train transmis-

sion due to the existence of obstacles between the source and destination nodes.

On the other hand, it is well known that radio waves show complicated char-

acteristics according to several effects such as fading and shadowing. Thus, the

communication range of each node may change according to these effects.

Therefore, we plan to extend our methods to handle these factors in order for

our methods to be applied to real environments. For example, in order to handle

the effects of the obstacles, it is necessary to change moving paths of mobile nodes

for sensing operations and data transmissions. In addition, in order to handle
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the complicated characteristics of radio propagation, it is necessary to construct

a communication route (or train) considering the quality of radio communication

in the environment.
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